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Full Legal Disclaimer
This research presentation expresses our research opinions. You should assume that as of the publication date of any presentation, report or letter, Spruce Point Capital
Management LLC (“SPCM”) (possibly along with or through our members, partners, affiliates, employees, and/or consultants) along with our subscribers and clients has a
short position in all stocks (and are long/short combinations of puts and calls on the stock) covered herein, including without limitation Heska Corporation (“HSKA”) therefore
stand to realize significant gains in the event that the price of either stock declines. Following publication of any presentation, report or letter, we intend to continue
transacting in the securities covered therein, and we may be long, short, or neutral at any time hereafter regardless of our initial recommendation. All expressions of opinion
are subject to change without notice, and Spruce Point Capital Management does not undertake to update this report or any information contained herein. Spruce Point
Capital Management, subscribers and/or consultants shall have no obligation to inform any investor or viewer of this report about their historical, current, and future trading
activities.
This research presentation expresses our research opinions, which we have based upon interpretation of certain facts and observations, all of which are based upon publicly
available information, and all of which are set out in this research presentation. Any investment involves substantial risks, including complete loss of capital. There can be no
assurance that any statement, information, projection, estimate, or assumption made reference to directly or indirectly in this presentation will be realized or accurate. Any
forecasts, estimates, and examples are for illustrative purposes only and should not be taken as limitations of the minimum or maximum possible loss, gain, or outcome. Any
information contained in this report may include forward looking statements, expectations, pro forma analyses, estimates, and projections. You should assume these types of
statements, expectations, pro forma analyses, estimates, and projections may turn out to be incorrect for reasons beyond Spruce Point Capital Management LLC’s control.
This is not investment or accounting advice nor should it be construed as such. Use of Spruce Point Capital Management LLC’s research is at your own risk. You should do
your own research and due diligence, with assistance from professional financial, legal and tax experts, before making any investment decision with respect to securities
covered herein. All figures assumed to be in US Dollars, unless specified otherwise.
To the best of our ability and belief, as of the date hereof, all information contained herein is accurate and reliable and does not omit to state material facts necessary to
make the statements herein not misleading, and all information has been obtained from public sources we believe to be accurate and reliable, and who are not insiders or
connected persons of the stock covered herein or who may otherwise owe any fiduciary duty or duty of confidentiality to the issuer, or to any other person or entity that was
breached by the transmission of information to Spruce Point Capital Management LLC. However, Spruce Point Capital Management LLC recognizes that there may be nonpublic information in the possession of HSKA or other insiders of HSKA that has not been publicly disclosed by HSKA. Therefore, such information contained herein is
presented “as is,” without warranty of any kind – whether express or implied. Spruce Point Capital Management LLC makes no other representations, express or implied, as
to the accuracy, timeliness, or completeness of any such information or with regard to the results to be obtained from its use.
This report’s estimated fundamental value only represents a best efforts estimate of the potential fundamental valuation of a specific security, and is not expressed as, or
implied as, assessments of the quality of a security, a summary of past performance, or an actionable investment strategy for an investor. This is not an offer to sell or a
solicitation of an offer to buy any security, nor shall any security be offered or sold to any person, in any jurisdiction in which such offer would be unlawful under the
securities laws of such jurisdiction. Spruce Point Capital Management LLC is registered with the SEC as an investment advisor. However, you should not assume that any
discussion or information contained in this presentation serves as the receipt of personalized investment advice from Spruce Point Capital Management LLC. Spruce Point
Capital Management LLC is not registered as a broker/dealer or accounting firm.
All rights reserved. This document may not be reproduced or disseminated in whole or in part without the prior written consent of Spruce Point Capital Management LLC.
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Spruce Point Has A Track Record of Objectivity and
Success Analyzing Animal Health Companies
Spruce Point has taken a balanced view when analyzing the animal health sector, having identified what we believe is
both an over-hyped low-quality company as a short opportunity (PetIQ: PETQ) and a well-positioned beneficiary of a
corporate restructuring transaction presenting a long opportunity (Henry Schein: HSIC spin-off of Covetrus: CVET).

Date / Direction

July 2019 / Short

September 2018 / Long

Enterprise Value

$970 million

$15 billion

Situation Overview

A recent JOBS Act IPO, PETQ is promoted by sell-side
analysts as a veterinary drug distributor poised to grow
rapidly given pet trends and the opening of new wellness
centers.

With an 11% short interest, and concerns about its dental
distribution business, in April 2018, HSIC announced the
spin-off merger of its animal health distribution business
with Vets First Choice to form Covetrus. HSIC holders
would receive 0.4 CVET shares per HSIC share.

Our Analysis

We identified questionable business practices, a core
business under pressure, suspicious circumstances
around a major acquisition, poor and declining earnings
quality, a troubling early history of the Company, a CEO
with a history tied to fraudulent vendor rebate schemes,
and a premium valuation.

Spruce Point argued the spinoff could unlock 30% - 50%
upside potential. We identified a strong underlying asset
in VFC, significant transaction synergies, and strong
business trends as a result of proprietary data analysis
and market surveys, all supported by significant valuation
arbitrage given premium animal health multiples.

Successful
Outcome

PETQ shares have dramatically underperformed the S&P
500, declining -17% versus a +52% rise in the index.
PETQ shares suffered double-digit declines after four of
the subsequent 10 earnings reports. Consistent with our
concerns, wellness center expansion dramatically
missed targets (only 126 as of April 2021 versus original
management forecast for 261 by the end of 2020).
The CFO announced his retirement on Aug 4, 2021.

From the publishing of our report to the spin-off ex-date
(2/8/19), the aggregate consideration (1 HSIC + 0.4
CVET) outperformed the S&P 500 by 21 percentage
points. Although CVET was weighed down by assumed
debt, as of today, an investment in HSIC would have
returned +29% versus a 50% return of the S&P 500,
in-line with our valuation analysis.

Past performance is no guarantee of future success. Please read our disclaimer at the front of this presentation. The reports shown above are not intended to be exhaustive.
A full list of all research reports produced over the past twelve months can be found on our website
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Executive Summary

CEO Wilson Wants Investors To Believe Heska Is An
Innovative And Transformed Company With Upside:
Our Polar Opposite View Points To 50% - 60% Downside
Spruce Point believes Heska Corp (Nasdaq: HSKA or “the Company”), a $2.8 billion market cap animal health equipment
distributor, has been struggling to grow organically and has been using low-quality acquisitions as a means to deflect
market share loss and margin erosion and to generate investor enthusiasm. Our forensic financial investigation into the
Company reveals a broad range of environmental, social, and governance (“ESG”) concerns that make it difficult for us
to justify its industry premium 9x 2022E sales multiple. We see 50% - 60% downside risk (to $90 - $115 per share).
We believe Heska is un-investable for any funds with an Environmental, Social, and Governance (“ESG”) focus
• Environmental: We believe Heska failed to disclose to investors a massive mercury chemical disposal related to its Tri-Heart
business. This incident involved a large product return from a major customer. As such, we question if Heska avoided a large
asset impairment related to nearly $15 million of returned product. Of note, Heska has says it generally does not accept returns
• Social: We believe Heska misportrays itself to the public as an innovative developer of new products, when in reality, it is largely
a distributor of others’ products. We view Heska’s level of financial disclosure, particularly as it relates to its recent acquisition
spree, to be inadequate compared with industry norms. We are uncomfortable with Heska’s historical auditor, who also served
as audit partner of MusclePharm, an SEC-charged company. A new auditor appointment is coincident with a major acquisition
and a change in segment reporting. Heska’s CFO has a prior disciplinary record with the Colorado State Board of Accountancy
and has already made reporting errors. Heska has inexplicably elevated two lawyers with no operating or domain expertise to
key operating roles. Management was actively selling stock before its recent run, and sales have continued
• Governance: Heska’s CEO Kevin Wilson has been the source of a long history of conflicts of interest and poor governance, and
we believe investors are overlooking these facts surrounding both him and the Board








We won’t rehash old news related to Heska’s past commercial relationships with Wilson-owned Cuattro other than to state that there
were clear violations of the Company’s code of ethics. Wilson continues to spend time on outside business interests
Wilson’s recently announced compensation package is simply egregious, including a stock grant equal to 1.5x the net income
generated by Heska since Wilson joined eight years ago
Wilson’s brother is employed at Heska and we believe he is extracting an above market salary and bonus for his marketing role
Both of Wilson’s sons work at broker-dealer Piper Sandler, which has served as an underwriter to Heska, thereby receiving fees and
publishing highly supportive research on the Company. Piper Sandler has a glowing “Overweight” recommendation, and the second
highest share price target of $305/sh. We believe this compromises Piper’s objectivity and it should revoke its research rating
Director Sveen is Trustee of a charity that extracts high fees to an entity he controls at the same address. The fees appear high in
relation to the scale of the charity and are not clearly to an independent service provider
Heska chairman Humphrey has a biography that says he’s retired, yet we find two undisclosed roles at a U.S. and Canadian M&A
advisory firm
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We Believe Heska Has Been Struggling, And
Resorting To Low-Quality M&A
Heska’s financial performance from 2017 through 2019 was unimpressive during a period of industry growth
• We estimate organic revenue growth was negative (-4% CAGR) versus an 11% CAGR for sector leader IDEXX Labs
• All major profit measures declined markedly, with adjusted EBITDA margin shrinking from 20% to 8% and non-GAAP net income
margin declining from 12% to 2%
Facing a stagnant business, challenged competitive position, and arguably few (if any) strategic advantages, we believe
Heska embarked on the well-worn path of low-quality acquisitions, promotion, and financial obfuscation
• The Company has completed six acquisitions, the largest being the $110 million purchase of scil animal care in early 2020
• Management began strongly touting new product innovations, including a shift to internal development and production
• Management crafted a story of increasing market share, a thriving subscription business, and corporate transformation
At the same time, companion animal expenditure became a hot investment theme, particularly in early 2020 due to the
pandemic amidst indications of growth in pet ownership
• Animal health pharma companies such as Zoetis trade at premium multiples
• Chewy and other retail plays underwent massive growth and stock price expansion
• Dominant diagnostic equipment and reference laboratory leader IDEXX Labs saw a 2x multiple expansion
We believe the market feedback loop only reinforced Heska’s unsubstantiated narrative
• Sell-side analysts, seeking a fresh idea to pitch, appear to endorse management’s claims without a robust forensic analysis
• Small capitalization stocks have generally outperformed since the COVID-19 March 2020 bottom
• Companion animal ETF such as PAWZ (with HSKA as a current #13 holding), and a receptive retail investor audience further
boosted Heska’s relatively illiquid shares
As a result, Heska shares have rallied nearly 140% since the end of 2019, and the Company is effectively trading in-line
with dominant sector leader IDEXX Labs; we believe little about Heska has changed, at least for the better
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We Find Heska’s Financial Performance, Competitive
Position, And Business Model Have Not Improved
Beginning in 2020, management began touting Heska as a growth company, repeatedly characterizing revenue
added through acquisitions as organic growth
• Despite talk of new “record” revenue and “61%” growth, we estimate Heska’s organic revenue growth in 2020 was just 6%
• Three segments that represented 44% of North America revenue in 2020, Imaging, PVD, and OVP, have underperformed,
and despite management guidance for “modest” growth or “de-emphasis” for these segments, analysts are still modeling
material future growth and investors continue to ascribe its revenues a rich multiple
• Despite a modest recovery in margins since 2019 that still underperformed IDEXX, Heska adjusted EBITDA and nonGAAP net income margins in 1H 2021 remain 22 and 17 percentage points below those of IDEXX, respectively
We believe Heska remains poorly positioned in the diagnostic equipment market, and lost market share in 2020
• Dominant sector leader IDEXX offers the broadest product array and complete integrated solution, a world class reference
lab, and a leading vet practice management software product. Zoetis, which acquired Abaxis for $2 billion, can leverage its
dominant position in animal pharmaceuticals, and is entering the reference lab business
• As largely a distributor with few if any of these capabilities and modest scale, we believe Heska mostly competes on price
• In contrast to management’s claims, our analysis suggests that Heska’s market share gains since 2013 have been
overstated, and the Company lost share in 2020 versus the sector’s leaders
We view Heska primarily as a distributor, despite management’s attempts to position itself otherwise
• Over the past few years, Heska management has repeatedly claimed that it is no longer reliant on third-party suppliers and
is innovating new products, going so far as to remove supplier disclosures from its SEC filings
• However, we believe much of Heska’s diagnostic equipment or consumables revenue comes from products sourced from
others
• As such, we believe nothing has radically changed, and Heska maintains little control over product, geographic, or IP rights
• Heska’s distribution business model is evident in gross and EBITDA margins that more closely compare with those of other
animal health distributors such as Henry Schein, Patterson, and Covetrus and are materially lower than those of IDEXX
Labs and other proprietary diagnostic/analytic equipment companies
• We believe Heska inappropriately understates the risks to its business model and fails to acknowledge competitive threats
such as OEM suppliers going direct (which we believe is a real possibility and would be a material adverse event for the
Company), the greater leverage of pharma suppliers, and the encroachment of low-cost Asian suppliers
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We Believe Heska Has Gone To Extreme Lengths To
Promote Its Business
Heska says it has dramatically increased its level of innovation and product development and frequently embellishes its
capabilities, but the evidence we’ve reviewed does not support these claims
• Management has focused investor attention on several new product introductions, most prominently the Element AIM, a new
fecal/urine analyzer the Company claims it has developed and will manufacture itself
• Heska already disclosed it was working with an external OEM supplier on the Element AIM in its 2019 10-K (but deleted the
reference in 2020), and other new products can be traced to third parties, so we don’t understand management’s insistence that
Heska is suddenly an innovative company developing numerous new products
• In fact, Heska R&D not only dramatically lags its peers in both absolute and relative terms, but we believe the slight increase
over the past few years is barely enough to add minimal incremental functionality to existing machines, much less develop
whole new platforms like the Element AIM
• Similarly, Heska’s capital expenditures have declined to well below $1 million per year, so we fail to understand how it can be
ramping capacity at what likely constitutes an entirely new facility
We believe the Element AIM will fail to meet investor expectations
• Our conversations with vets indicate that they were happy to continue using reference lab services for fecal/urine testing as
opposed to adding an additional piece of equipment to their practice and further taxing overburdened personnel
• Heska has already missed its original launch timeline for Element AIM and has been beaten to market by Zoetis, which
launched its VetScan Imagyst machine in September 2020
• Investors have repeatedly overlooked Heska’s unjustified bravado and inconsistent statements regarding the Element AIM
• In fact, we are highly suspicious of management comments surrounding timing, supply chain issues, manufacturing, and
customer pre-orders (something we don’t believe is common or even logical given the product’s status)
We believe investor excitement about Heska’s subscription consumables business is misplaced
• The Company has been offering subscriptions since 2014, so what exactly is new or differentiated?
• Heska consumables are not proprietary or exclusive, and they require a machine placement (for which the Company appears to
be poorly positioned), thus in some cases requiring Heska to give the equipment away for a nominal fee
• Not all consumables are sold under subscriptions, and we estimate those that are account for only 15% - 30% revenues
• Heska’s disclosure regarding its subscription business contains numerous errors, inconsistencies, and unfavorable trends, such
as slowing growth in subscriptions and declining contract value per month and contract value per subscriber per month
• Heska’s oft-touted European subscription opportunity opens the Company up to increased competition
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Heska’s Acquisitions Are Being Dramatically
Overvalued. We See Up to 60% Downside Risk
We believe Heska’s six recent acquisitions raise serious concerns and represent a lackluster attempt by Heska
management to assemble the similar key businesses operated by IDEXX and Zoetis
• Heska paid only 1.4x LTM revenues for assets we view as low-quality, but the market is now valuing these companies,
which comprise 40% of revenues, at 11x just 1.5 years later
• The largest deal, scil animal care, is a low-growth, very low-margin European distributor that suffered a major customer
loss right before the deal, and we have identified several inconsistencies with Heska’s disclosures related to scil
• Lacuna Diagnostics has already lost numerous employees and may have embellished its success
• Biotech Laboratories is a tiny operation that produces assay tests of questionable quality that cannot be sold in the U.S.
Heska is richly overvalued at current levels
• Heska is trading at 9x 2022E revenue, a lofty multiple most often ascribed to a proprietary technology or SaaS company
• The Company is trading at multiples nearly double its historical trading range despite virtually no change in the Company’s
business
• The rise in Heska shares in 2020 implied a 282% increase in the value of acquisitions scil and CVM in just eight months,
and the stock has doubled again since then
• If we value scil and CVM at their acquisition value, which we believe is justifiable given the little time that has elapsed, it
implies that the rest of Heska, largely its core North American business, is trading at 17.5x revenues, which is in-line with
industry leader and vastly superior company IDEXX
• Heska is even trading at a premium or only slight discount to two recent hyper-growth diagnostic testing SPACs
• Based on our sum-of-the-parts analysis, we believe Heska shares should be valued at between $90 and $115 per share,
representing approximately 50% - 60% downside from current levels
At best, we view Heska as a low-growth, low-margin distributor with a conflicted, sloppy management team and a track
record of hyper promotion and poor financial reporting. We humbly suggest investors take profits before the truth
about Heska is revealed over time.
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Why We Believe Heska Has
Experienced Little Organic Growth
And Declining Margins

Heska Has A Habit of Representing Itself Has A
Strong Organic Grower
Examining the earnings press releases of Heska and IDEXX presents a study in contrasts. Heska lets readers
believe that its strong growth in 2020 was organic, while IDEXX quotes both historical and projected metrics in both
as reported and organic growth terms.
Heska Q1 2021 Earnings Press Release

IDEXX Q2 2021 Earnings Press Release

Heska grew just 5% in 2020 after
adjusting for scil and CVM
Source: Heska press releases dated 2/23/21, IDEXX earnings press release dated 7/30/21
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You Can’t Just Say It To Make It True; Evidence
Suggests Heska Has Not Been A Growth Company
We struggle to understand the market’s perception of Heska as a growth company when the Company has such a
poor track record of organic growth.
Wilson at Jefferies
Conference June 2021

“In terms of key metrics and performance, we've had very good compound annual growth rates over
the last several years.”

Heska Organic Revenue
CAGR
2017-2020: -1.2%

2016 Organic Revenue Growth: Unclear based on
10-K disclosure:
“The increase was driven primarily by greater sales of
our digital imaging products, including those of newlyacquired International Imaging, increased sales of our
heartworm preventive products and increased sales of
our instruments and their associated consumables.”
Source: Spruce Point Analysis, Heska 2016 10-K, Heska 2020 10-K, Heska 8-K filed 2/26/19

2019 Organic Revenue
Growth: Excludes an
estimated $3.7 million from
Optomed and $0.8 million
from CVM

2020 Organic Revenue
Growth: Excludes $61.3
million from scil, $6.9
million from CVM, and an
estimated $4.3 million from
Optomed
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Segment Analysis Suggests Nearly Half of Heska’s
Revenue Base Has Modest Prospects For Growth
Heska’s rich 9x revenue multiple is being applied to all revenues. However, three segments that comprise nearly
half of the Company’s revenues are clearly not growing. In addition, management has provided subdued guidance
regarding their future growth prospects.
Analysis of Heska North America POC Imaging, PVD, and OVP Revenue Trends

Total NA Revenue

2018
$124.4

2019
$115.4

2020
$131.1

3-Year
CAGR
3%

NA POC Imaging
PVD
OVP
Total

$22.8
$25.7
$18.5
$67.0

$21.7
$11.0
$16.1
$48.7

$20.7
$19.8
$17.7
$58.2

-5%
-12%
-2%
-7%

Percent of NA Revenue

Grassman at Investor Day
November 2020
Wilson at Stifel Conference
June 2021

54%

42%

44%

“At this time, modest growth year-over-year [in Imaging] is expected after 2021.”

“And we've de-emphasized our contract manufacturing and vaccines and pharmaceuticals.”

Do these businesses really deserve a 17.5x revenue multiple? (see: implied valuation analysis)

Source: Heska 2020 10-K, Bloomberg transcripts
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Shouldn’t Investors Be Concerned That Analysts Are
Modeling Growth For Those Segments?
Piper Sandler – which has recently employed the CEO’s two sons – is currently modeling 24% YoY revenue growth
in Imaging in 2022, which is on top of a tough comp, an estimated 38% growth in 2021. Similarly, they forecast 3%
YoY revenue growth in PVD in 2022 after an estimated 29% growth in 2021. OVP is estimated to grow 9% in 2022.
We believe those are highly aggressive growth rates for product segments that Heska management says it is either
expecting modest growth or de-emphasizing. We believe this sets Heska up to disappoint investors.
Piper Sandler Model for Heska Dated 8-3-21

Why the high growth rates given Heska management’s
guidance?

We believe high Street growth expectations are setting up investors for disappointment.

Source: Piper Sandler
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The Value of Heska’s PVD And OVP Businesses Are
Particularly Questionable
Heska’s Pharmaceuticals, Vaccines and Diagnostic (“PVD”) and Other Vaccines and Pharmaceuticals (“OVP”)
business segments manufacture an odd mix of drugs largely for others, including a bovine drug for Elanco and TriHeart heartworm chewables for Merck. Most PVD and all OVP products are manufactured at Heska’s Des Moines,
IA facility, which is listed as Diamond Animal Health in most state and federal records. We believe the PVD and OVP
segments are worth little because they are sub-scale, major product Tri-Heart has minor share and has been deemphasized by Merck, and because another large drug targets bovine as opposed to companion animal
applications. Comparables with greater scale and better products trade a material discount to Heska multiples.
Heska’s PVD and OVP Segments
Tri-Heart seems to have
minimal mindshare compared
to HeartGard

Why does this deserve a
“companion animal” multiple?

What new drugs has Heska
developed in the past five
years?

Source: Google Trends, Heska website, Heska 2020 10-K

“We view this facility as an asset which could allow us to control
our cost of goods on any pharmaceuticals and vaccines that we
may commercialize in the future.”
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Heska’s Profitability Deteriorated Sharply After
2017 And Trails IDEXX By A Wide Margin
Not only has Heska had challenges growing organically, but the Company’s profit margins have declined materially
since peaking in 2017. Both absolute margins and margin expansion since 2019 trail IDEXX Labs by a wide margin.
Investors should be concerned that margins are not expected to improve for several years.
Non-GAAP Net Income Margin

Adjusted EBITDA Margin
30%

40%
35%

25%

30%

20%

25%

15%

20%
15%

10%

10%

5%

5%
0%

2017

2018

2019
Heska

Wilson at Investor Day
November 2020

2020
IDEXX

1H 2021

0%

2017

2018

2019
Heska

2020

1H 2021

IDEXX

“There is certainly opportunity for operating margin expansion beyond '23, as we begin to leverage those
operating costs more, but we'll still likely be based on where we're at today and closer to those single -- to
close to double digit operating margin metrics.”

Source: Heska and IDEXX SEC filings, Bloomberg transcript
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We Find That Heska’s Recent Operating Leverage Is
Not What It Appears
Some analysts have been encouraged by what has been perceived as modest operating leverage at Heska over the
past year. However, we show that implied North America operating expense as a percent of revenue has actually
increased when stock based compensation is included. We also expect additional sales and marketing expense to
return once we exit the pandemic, which we believe will bring the metric (excluding SBC) back closer to pre-scil levels.
Heska Operating Expense Analysis (as Reported by Heska)

Revenue

"Pre-scil"
2019
$122.7

"Post-scil"
LTM
$246.4

Sales & Marketing
Research & Development
General & Administrative
Stock Based Comp
Acquisition Related Costs
Total Operating Expenses
Total Including SBC

$27.7
$8.2
$18.2
($5.0)
($0.7)
$48.5
$53.4

$44.9
$8.1
$48.6
($16.2)
($4.3)
$81.1
$97.3

As a Percent of Revenue
Sales & Marketing
Research & Development
General & Administrative
Stock Based Comp
Acquisition Related Costs
Total Operating Expenses
Total Including SBC

22.6%
6.7%
14.8%
-4.1%
-0.5%
39.5%
43.6%

18.2%
3.3%
19.7%
-6.6%
-1.7%
32.9%
39.5%

Source: Heska SEC filings and scil financals

LTM
International
$94.1

$28.2

Implied
LTM North
America
$152.2

$52.9
$69.1

34.8%
45.4%

Based on scil’s 2018 and 2019 financials,
the Company spent an average of 30% of
revenue on operating expenses with little
variability. If we apply that same 30% to
Heska’s LTM international revenue, which
we know is predominantly scil, then we
can calculate implied North American
operating expenses.

Our North American operating expense
estimate including SBC represents 45.4%
of revenue, and thus an increase of over
180 basis points over pre-scil expense
levels in 2019.
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We Believe Heska is Poorly Positioned,
And Our Analysis Contradicts Heska’s
Market Share Claims

The Companion Animal Diagnostics Market
Landscape Is Becoming More Challenging
Not only is Heska ill-equipped to compete against larger players, but we believe several market forces will create
headwinds for Heska.

Companion Animal Market Risks for Heska

•

•

•

•

Vets are stressed by COVID-related demand surges, making them a more difficult sales target
 We acknowledge the increase in pet ownership during the pandemic, but we believe the market has
overlooked the negative impact on diagnostic equipment sales processes, which currently favor
incumbents
While the long-term trend has been for certain diagnostic activities to migrate, at least in part, from the
reference lab to the vet (the “point of care”), based on our research, there are practical limitations on the
scope of that migration
 Veterinary technicians lack the bandwidth and/or expertise to perform more tests internally
 Some types of tests will be less accurate or are more prone to error at the point of care
 There are practical space limitations (there are only so many analyzers you can fit on the counter of a
small vet lab)
Market dynamics do not favor smaller suppliers
 Acquirers such as Mars / VCA have aggressively sought to consolidate the veterinary practice and
hospital market
 Buyer collectives have increasingly emerged as influential in the independent vet procurement
process
 Most of the vets we spoke with prefer to buy from a single supplier as opposed to selecting best-ofbreed products from among several suppliers
While we acknowledge that international markets represent an opportunity for the U.S. players, any
discussion with IDEXX or Zoetis will confirm that they are laser focused on those accounts
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We Believe Heska Is A Minor Player In The Animal
Health Point of Care Diagnostics Market
Heska faces formidable competition from larger companies that have vastly superior scale, share, breath of
products and services, and intellectual property portfolios. IDEXX is the industry gold standard, offering the broadest
product line, reference lab services, and practice management software, all of which create a powerful ecosystem
that creates operational synergies for both IDEXX and vets. Zoetis entered the diagnostics market through the
acquisition of Abaxis, and they are attempting to build a reference lab business, highlighting the importance of that
capability, which Heska lacks, In addition, Zoetis is a major supplier of pharmaceuticals to vets, providing the
Company a major leverage point it can use to win business. We find few reasons for a vet to use Heska other than
price, and even Heska management struggles to explain how it will compete with the industry’s leaders.

LTM Sales

$3,047 million

$7,412 million

$246 million

LTM R&D

$152 million

$482 million

$8 million

Employees

9,300

11,300

602

Advantages

• Dominant incumbent with ~60%
market share
• Broadest product portfolio
• One of two dominant
reference labs
• Leading supplier of practice
management software

Former Sales and Ops
Heska Employee
Former Senior Vice
President, Zoetis
Source: Tegus, Bloomberg Transcripts

• Acquired diagnostics pure play
Abaxis for $2 billion in 2018
• Able to leverage pharmaceutical
customer relationships
• Recently entered reference
lab business
• Offers most flexible terms

• CEO Wilson at BAML conference in
February 2021: “I think IDEXX is a
brilliant company… I think we can
out execute [them] going forward.”

Sounds like a detailed plan;
good luck with that.

“But I mean, honestly, it's hard to get out of IDEXX, and it's hard to steal an IDEXX customer. They just
have done a really good job of locking customers in. They'll pay whatever money they need to keep a
customer. They'll do a lot of things to keep this revenue going. So they're definitely not easy to break.”
“IDEXX, which in my mind, has always been like the, for want of a better expression, like the white shoe
player in the space, [with] the integration of all of the major elements and the ability to bundle them, the
integration of the reference labs, of the in-office equipment and analyzers and the point-of-care rapid test.”
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Several Heska Products Underperform Those of
Peers, Resulting In Lower Consumables Leverage
IDEXX’s Catalyst One analyzer can perform 36% more tests than Heska’s Element Series analyzer. As IDEXX
notes in its 2020 10-K, the ability to process more tests results in higher consumables revenue per installed
instrument. Thus, IDEXX has much higher consumables leverage than Heska for each installed instrument.
Heska Element Test Menu

IDEXX Catalyst One Test Menu

25 Tests

34 Tests

IDEXX: “We have found that the consumables revenues increase when a customer upgrades from a VetTest analyzer to a
Catalyst analyzer due to the superior test menu capability, flexibility, and ease of use of the Catalyst analyzers, which leads to
additional testing by the customer.”
Source: Heska Element Series Sell Sheet, IDEXX website, IDEXX 2020 10-K
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Our Analysis Contradicts Key Heska Statements
Regarding Its Market Share; Actual Trends Are Worse
Wilson stated that Heska must have gained share given its 25% subscriber growth in 2020. However, this number
includes the impact of the scil transaction; North American (“NA”) subscriber growth was only 11%. We show that
Heska NA total POC and consumables revenue underperformed its peers in 2020. Furthermore, we believe Heska’s
oft-cited market share gains from 2013 to 2020 are incorrect, at least in terms of share relative to IDEXX and Zoetis.
BAML Conference
February 2021

“And I do know that when subscriptions grow 25% in a year, it's reasonably safe to say that we did in
fact gain share, but that's how we count share.”

Barclays Conference
March 2021

“Yeah. So in 2013, which is where we marked the beginning of our -- what we call Act 1, we do our work
in five-year buckets. We were about a 3% market share holder in the North American market. We've
grown that a couple of hundred basis points a year since 2013. And so we think we're sitting at about
13%, 14% as we enter 2021.”

2013 vs 2020 North American Market Share

2020 North American Revenue Growth
$ in mm
Heska NA Total
IDEXX NA Total
Abaxis/Zoetis NA Total
Total
Heska NA Consumables
IDEXX Total Consumables
IDEXX Est. NA Consumables

2019
$88.4
$859.3
$170.0
$1,117.7

2020
$93.6
$956.6
$201.0
$1,251.1

$53.3
$693.4
$459.5

$59.2
$824.4
$547.8

YoY %
6% (1)
11% (2)
18% (3)

11%
19%
19% (2)

Notes
(1) Equals NA POC Lab revenue + NA POC Imaging revenue
(2) Equals CAG revenue (excluding reference lab) x NA revenue as a percent of total
(66% for both years)
(3) US Diagnostics revenue from Goldman Sachs model as of 8/15/21

Heska’s North American POC business, both in total
and consumables only, underperformed its peers.

$ in mm
Heska
IDEXX
Abaxis/Zoetis
Total
Heska Estimated Share

2013
$40.0
$449.1
$111.2
$600.3
6.7%

2020
$93.6 (1) Heska has
$956.6 (2) gained little
$201.0 (3) share against
$1,251.1
7.5%

market leaders
since 2013.

Notes
(1) 2013 equals CCA revenue * 92% North America as a percent of total revenue *
66% for Lab versus Other CCA mix in 2017 since Heska Imaging revenue was first
recognized in Q4 2013; the exclusion of Q1-Q3 Imaging revenue actually understates
revenue and share; 2020 equals NA POC Lab + NA POC Imaging
(2) Equals CAG revenue (excluding reference lab) * US + Canada as a percent of total
revenue (63% in 2013 and 66% in 2020)
(3) 2013 equals Abaxis fiscal 2014 (3/31) Veterinary revenue * 79% North America as
a percent of total revenue; 2020 equals US Diagnostics revenue from Goldman
Sachs model as of 8/15/21 (Canada revenue was de minimis)

Source: Spruce Point Analysis. Heska 2013 10-K and 2020 10-K, IDEXX 2013 10-K and 2020 10-K, Abaxis fiscal (3/31) 2014 10-K and Zoetis 2020 10-K, Bloomberg Transcripts
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Our View That Heska Is A Distributor
That Has Made Minimal Investment
In Innovation And Growth

We Believe Heska Is Baiting Investors
Starting in 2020, Heska began representing itself as transformed company, suddenly able to drive never before
seen innovation and bring numerous new, internally developed products to market, thus fundamentally changing
Heska’s business model and heavy reliance on third-party suppliers.

Wilson Comments on the “New” Heska
Wilson at
Investor Day
November 2020

Q4 2020 Earnings Release

“Heska's climbed to the top of the innovation and value creation chain. Heska now leads in product
breadth, features, benefits, competitiveness and satisfaction.”
“Our reliance on less controllable third-party engaged lines is now greatly reduced in relative impact. We
control our own performance through our own good work.”
“We are a fully transformed company…”

Despite Heska’s efforts to paint a picture of a transformed company, we believe the evidence (including SEC filings,
supplier contracts, legal discovery, reported financials, R&D spend, capital investment, business practices, and actual
product shipping in the market) indicates that Heska’s business has changed very little, if at all.

Source: Bloomberg Transcript, Heska Q4 2020 earnings release
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Despite Management’s Story of Transformation,
We Believe Heska Is Still Simply A Distributor
Nearly all Heska products are designed and manufactured by other OEMs. In fact, Heska’s two most important
supplier agreements specifically refer to Heska’s role as “distributor” (FUJIFILM, Mindray). Thus, it appears that the
Company simply slaps its logo on others’ instruments or distributes others’ consumables. We believe this has very
important implications for businesses risks, competitive positioning, and, most importantly, valuation.
Heska Product Sources
Product Area
Blood Chemistry
Hematology

Blood Gases and
Electrolytes
Immunodiagnostics
Coagulation
Digital Radiography
Ultrasound

Consumables
scil animal care

Heska Disclosure
"We are supplied with the Element DC and Element DC5x, as well as the affiliated test slides and supplies, under a contractual
agreement with FUJIFILM Corporation." (2020)
"We are supplied with the HT5 and affiliated reagents and supplies under a contractual agreement with Shenzen Mindray Bio-Medical
Electronics Co., Ltd." (2020)
"We are supplied with the HemaTrue instruments and affiliated reagents and supplies for the HemaTrue under a contractual agreement
with Boule Medical AB" (2018)
"The EPOC and affiliated consumables and supplies are supplied to us under a contractual agreement with Siemens Healthcare
Diagnostics, Inc., a unit of Siemens Healthineers AG" (2019)
"Element i units are supplied to us under a contractual agreement with FUJIFILM." (2019)
"We are supplied with the Element COAG and affiliated cartridges and supplies under a contractual agreement with Zoetis US, LLC, a
unit of Zoetis Inc." (2019)
Originally sourced from Cuattro. Primarily for equine use.
"We sell ultrasound products, including affiliated probes and peripherals, with varying features and corresponding price points from
various suppliers." (2020) "Our ultrasound products, including affiliated probes and peripherals, are provided to us under an exclusive
agreement with Esaote USA" (2018)
"All of our Point of Care laboratory and other non-imaging instruments and consumables are supplied by third parties, who typically own
the product rights and supply the product to us under marketing and/or distribution agreements." (2020)
"As a company specializing in sales and marketing, scil does not conduct its own research or development... Abaxis / Zoetis, Horiba,
Fujifilm, Samsung, General Electrics, Konica Minolta and Roche Diagnostics were important suppliers for scil animal care in the 2019
financial year." (2019 German filing)

Normally, we wouldn’t feel it was necessary to remind investors of basic business disclosure found in
a Company’s SEC filings, but investors are ascribing Heska a 9x 2022E revenue multiple.
Source: Heska 2020 10-K, Heska 2019 10-K, Heska 2018 10-K, Heska 2016 10-K, scil animal care company GmbH 2019 annual financial filing with Unternehmensregister,
Siemens Healthineers press release dated 7/21/17
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Heska Point of Care (POC) Diagnostic Products:
Look Familiar?
Heska Products

Heska Element DC5X

Source OEM

DRI-CHEM NX700 From
FUJIFILM

Heska Element HT5

BC-5000 Vet From
Mindray Medical

Heska Element i+

Blood Analyzer From
LightDeck

Heska Element POC

Source: Heska website, Siemens Healthineers website, FUJIFILM website, Mindray website, LightDeck website

epoc Blood Analysis
System From Siemens
Healthineers
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We Believe Heska Isn’t Innovating More; They Are
Simply Reducing Disclosure of OEM Relationships
Comparing the Company’s supplier disclosure between its 2019 and 2020 10-K Annual Report, Heska eliminated
references to four external suppliers despite the fact that either current product sheets pre-date the change or the
products remain the same, meaning no actual change in supplier relationship has occurred.
Changes in Heska Supplier Disclosure From 2018/19 to 2020 10-K Versus Company Datasheets and Website
Hematology HemaTrue

2018: “We are supplied with the HemaTrue instruments and
affiliated reagents and supplies for the HemaTrue under a
contractual agreement with Boule Medical AB”
2020: None (no longer listed)

Element POC

2019: “The EPOC and affiliated consumables and supplies are
supplied to us under a contractual agreement with Siemens
Healthcare Diagnostics, Inc.”
2020: None

Element COAG

2019: “We are supplied with the Element COAG and affiliated
cartridges and supplies under a contractual agreement with
Zoetis US, LLC”
2020: None

No longer
disclosed, but
still offered?

2019 data sheet, so
no change
Product hasn’t changed
from 2017 launch article
June 2020

Heartworm
Diagnostic Tests

Present

2019: “We obtain Solo Step® CH and Solo Step® FH from
Quidel Corporation”
Products
2020: None (but products still listed)

still
in 10-K but not
on website?

Source: Heska 2020 10-K, Heska 2019 10-K, Heska 2018 10-K, Heska Product website pages, Wayback Machine, Veterinary Practice News
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Heska Formerly Disclosed A Clearer Picture of Its
Product Development Activities
Prior to 2020, Heska explicitly disclosed that it relied on others almost exclusively for product development. In these
relationships, we believe “collaboration” meant that Heska told the source OEM which capabilities they wanted the
equipment to have. We believe Heska’s removal of this disclosure in its 2020 10-K is potentially misleading.
Heska Disclosure on Product Development in 2019 10-K

Heska Disclosure on Product Development in 2020 10-K

Source: Heska 2020 10-K, Heska 2019 10-K

Heska deleted the list of
suppliers in its 2020 10-K
despite our belief it had
virtually zero change in
its dependence on these
external companies
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Heska Admits It is Just a Distributor, Just Not in Its
SEC Filings Or Conference Presentations
Beyond its heavy reliance on external suppliers for product innovation, Heska has occasionally invested in
questionable private companies hoping those entities can produce some meaningful new products. One such
relationship was with Rapid Diagnostek (RDI), which eventually went out of business. RDI’s failure resulted in an IP
dispute and Heska filing a complaint against Qorvo in 2019 (Case 1:19-cv-01108-LCB-JLW). The discovery process
has been contentious, with Qorvo seeking information regarding existing Heska products. In Heska’s response to
Qorvo arguing that such information should not be made available, the Company explicitly states that they are solely
a distributor, which conflicts with the Company’s characterization of its development activities.
Heska Response to Qorvo Discovery Request Submitted 7/6/21

Wilson at
JPMorgan
Conference
January
2021
Source: Case 1:19-cv-01108-LCB-JLW - red underline is Spruce Point emphasis

“And then Element i+. This is a product that
we've been working on now for several years.”

Source: Bloomberg Transcript

What does that mean?
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We Believe Heska’s Business Model Is Evident In Its
Low Gross And EBITDA Margins
Heska’s gross margins generally fall between those of high value-added diagnostic equipment companies and pure
animal health distributors. Heska’s EBITDA margins fall below those of nearly all possible comparable companies.
We believe this is indicative of Heska’s lack of proprietary technology and poor competitive position.
LTM Adjusted EBITDA Margin Comparison

LTM Gross Margin Comparison
Diagnostic / Analytical Equipment
Hologic Inc
QIAGEN NV
IDEXX Laboratories Inc
PerkinElmer Inc
Waters Corp
Bio-Rad Laboratories Inc
Agilent Technologies Inc
Bruker Corp
Neogen Corp

69%
65%
59%
58%
58%
57%
54%
49%
46%

Animal Health Pharmaceuticals
Zoetis Inc
Virbac SA
Elanco Animal Health Inc
Vetoquinol SA
Animal / General Health Distribution
PetMed Express Inc
Henry Schein Inc
PetIQ Inc
Patterson Cos Inc
Covetrus Inc
Owens & Minor Inc
Pharmaceutical Manufacturing
Catalent Inc
Heska Corp

Source: Bloomberg

53%

20%
20%
18%
17%

69%
66%

Diagnostic / Analytical Equipment
Hologic Inc
PerkinElmer Inc
QIAGEN NV
Waters Corp
IDEXX Laboratories Inc
Agilent Technologies Inc
Bio-Rad Laboratories Inc
Bruker Corp
Neogen Corp
Animal Health Pharmaceuticals
Zoetis Inc
Elanco Animal Health Inc
Vetoquinol SA
Virbac SA
Animal / General Health Distribution
PetMed Express Inc
Henry Schein Inc
PetIQ Inc
Owens & Minor Inc
Patterson Cos Inc
Covetrus Inc

29%
29%

24%
19%
18%

42%

Heska Corp

44%

12%
9%
8%
6%
5%
4%

Pharmaceutical Manufacturing
Catalent Inc

34%

55%

39%
36%
35%
33%
28%
26%
22%
21%

25%
8%
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What Does Heska Really Have?
As a distributor, or at best white label supplier, Heska does not control its own product destiny. While white labeling
is an accepted business model, it seems wildly inappropriate to ascribe it a 9x revenue multiple since it is
questionable that the Company has any sustainable competitive advantage.
Heska’s Disclosure on Product Risks
Major Supply Risk Despite
Minimum Purchase
Agreements

“We often purchase products from our suppliers under agreements that are of limited duration or potentially
can be terminated on short notice subsequent to unfavorable legal action… Current agreements, or
agreements we may negotiate in the future, may commit us to certain minimum purchase or other spending
obligations.”

No Firm Product Exclusivity

“…current agreements…with suppliers may require us to meet minimum annual sales levels to maintain our
position as the exclusive distributor of these products.”

No Control Over
Supplier Costs

“An underlying change in the economics with a supplier, such as a large price increase or new requirement
of large minimum purchase amounts, could have a significant, adverse effect on our business, particularly if
we are unable to identify and implement an alternative source of supply in a timely manner.”

No Product Rights

“…current agreements…with suppliers may require us to meet minimum annual sales levels to maintain our
position as the exclusive distributor of these products…In the case of an instrument supplier, we could also
potentially suffer the loss of sales of consumable supplies, which would be significant in cases where we
have built a significant installed base…”

Limited Geographic Rights

“We typically do not have global geographic rights to products supplied by third parties. If we were to
determine a market opportunity in a geography where we did not have distribution rights and were unable to
obtain such rights from the supplier, it might hamper our ability to succeed in such geography and our sales
and profits would be lower than they otherwise would have been...”

Limited Intellectual
Property Rights

“We typically do not have intellectual property rights, or may have to share intellectual property rights, to the
products supplied by third parties and any improvements to the manufacturing processes or new
manufacturing processes for these products.”

Source: Heska 2020 10-K
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We Believe Heska Understates The Competitive
Risks of Its Business Model
We believe investors fail to appreciate the full range of potential competitors and competitive threats faced by
Heska. Moreover, Heska doesn’t acknowledge important changes in the competitive landscape, such as OEMs
bypassing distributors such as Heska to sell direct and the emergence of low-cost Asian competitors.
Heska’s Competition Disclosure Hasn’t Changed Much Over The Past Five Years

IDEXX and scil (now part of Heska) Disclose a Broader Array of Competitors and Potential Risks
IDEXX Notes a Broader Array
of Competitors, Including
Heska Supplier FUJIFILM

scil Disclosed More
Competitors, the Risk of OEMs
Going Direct, the Rise of
Pharma Companies, Suppliers
of Human Diagnostic
Equipment, and Asian
Competitive Entry

“Our major competitors in most geographic locations in North America are Antech Diagnostics, a
unit of VCA Inc., a division of Mars, Incorporated; Zoetis Inc. (including its wholly-owned
subsidiary Abaxis, Inc.); Heska Corporation; Samsung Electronics Co., Ltd., and FUJIFILM North
America Corporation. We also compete in certain international markets with Zoetis, FUJIFILM
Holdings Corporation, Samsung Electronics, Arkray, Inc., Heska, Mindray and BioNote, Inc.”
“The largest global competitors in veterinary laboratory diagnostics are IDEXX and Abaxis /
Zoetis. In diagnostic imaging, it's Esaote and Philips.”
“The scil International Group is planning an 11% decline in sales in 2020 compared to the
previous year. The reason for this is the expected discontinuation of a supplier, as he wants
to sell his products directly.”
“In addition to the large pharmaceutical companies, there is increasingly strong competition
from locally operating veterinary dealers who offer inexpensive equipment from Asian
manufacturers (e.g. MNCHIP, Lite-On, Urit), mostly without technical and scientific services, as
well as through distributors from the human medical market, who consider the veterinary market
as a lucrative parallel market.”

Source: Heska 2020 10-K, IDEXX 2020 10-K, scil animal care company GmbH 2019 annual financial filing with Unternehmensregister
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We Believe There Is A Real Risk That FUJIFILM, A Major
Supplier, Could Move To Direct Sales In The U.S.
We believe the risk of a major OEM going direct is real. Not only did this occur to scil in Europe prior to its
acquisition by Heska, but we believe there is a meaningful risk that FUJIFILM, one of Heska’s two largest suppliers,
may eventually go direct in the U.S. market. FUJIFILM has made clear that its Healthcare segment is highly
strategic and expected to be a key future growth driver, particularly relative to other segments such as Business
Innovation (copiers and printers for corporate offices) and Imaging (cameras and projectors). Furthermore, in a
relatively rare move for a Japanese company, Fuji has made two billion dollar acquisitions in the U.S. to bolster its
healthcare business specifically in this market, Hitachi Medical Systems and Sonosite. As part of our research, we
spoke with several Fuji healthcare products distributors in the U.S., and at least one acknowledged the possibility of
FUJIFILM switching to direct sales to bypass Heska. We believe Heska investors fail to acknowledge this risk,
which we believe would have a material adverse impact on Heska should it occur.

Could FUJIFILM Bypass Heska and Go Direct?
Spruce Point

“Do you believe FUJIFILM would consider transitioning to direct sales for veterinary products in the US?”

FUJIFILM Medical Products
Distributor

“Fuji has acquired Hitachi Medical Systems and Sonosite in the U.S., each for a billion dollars or more.
They are very serious about the U.S. market. They have the diagnostic expertise, and they find the
veterinary market very interesting. It wouldn’t surprise me if they decided to go direct in the U.S. That kind
of thing happens in this industry.”

Source: Interview
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Heska Gives Investors The Impression It Is Developing
Numerous New Products And Technologies
Either Wilson does not understand the meaning of the pronoun “we”, or the Company is embellishing its product
development efforts. Heska gives the impression that it has developed numerous new products over the past two
years and has become a leader in terms of innovation.
CEO Wilson Comments on Product Development Activities
Q2 2020
Earnings Call

“Element i+ is now shipping the full commercial quantities this quarter and we are working to quickly
expand Element i+'s very exciting menu.”

Q4 2020
Earnings Call

“And perhaps most encouragingly some of our recent increase in subscriber utilization is being driven by
new Heska education efforts and new Heska tests and analyzers that are just now making their way into
the installed base.”

JPMorgan Conference
January 2021

“And then Element i+. This is a product that we've been working on now for several years.”

Barclays Conference
March 2021

“I think in the last couple of years of looking around the corner to expand our product line, we've done that
through internal R&D to launch new products and services.”

Jefferies Conference
June 2021

“We've invented the Element AIM. It is in the process of being launched this quarter after several years
of research and development…we have launched a new Element i+ and are in the process of building
out that menu into markets that we believe are quite substantial as well.”

Q2 2021
Earnings Call
Q2 2021 Earnings Release

“There are so many projects launching… In our dry chemistry line, at the end of June, our team
surprised the market with a major and unexpected launch of an all-new element in DCX. Years in
the making.”
Is this a good thing?
Bold statement
“…our products release cycle has no obvious historical rival in veterinary diagnostics.”

Heska 2019 10-K: “Collaborating with third-parties for the development and manufacturing of the Element UF urine and fecal analyzers.”

Heska already disclosed that it was sourcing the Element AIM (formerly “UF”) from a supplier. Why embellish?
Source: Bloomberg Transcript, Heska 2019 10-K
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We Find It Hard To Understand How Heska Has
Accomplished All This With Minimal R&D Spend
Heska has spent $12.4 million more on R&D in over the past two years relative to its previous four-year average.
However, given Heska’s oft-cited guidance on development costs, this implies minimal improvement in its product
portfolio. In fact, Heska R&D spend is underwhelming compared to leader IDEXX and comparable companies.
Comparable Company R&D Spending Comparison

Heska R&D Disclosure and Historic Spend Analysis
Wilson at
Investor
Day
November
2020

“The addition of major features and menu
expansions to existing platforms often requires
between $1 million and $3 million of
investment and one to two years of time to reach
our markets.”
“We’ve spent thousands of hours and much
sweat and treasure to make Element AIM…”

($M)
Heska R&D Spend

2015
$1.7

2015-2018 Average
Annual "New" Spend
Two Year "New" Spend
New Feature / Menu Cost
Est. New Features / Menus

$2.3
$12.4
$2.0
$6.2

2016
$2.1

2017
$2.0

2018
$3.3

2019
$8.2

2020
$8.8

$6.0

$6.5

Examining incremental R&D spend since 2019 suggests
Heska has been able to add just 6 new features / menus
to its products. More importantly, how has Heska
funded the development cost of the Element AIM, a new
product the Company claims has been entirely
developed internally? We believe this raises serious
questions about Heska’s Element AIM disclosures.
Source: Heska 2020 10-K, Bloomberg

Company
ZTS
A
ELAN
HOLX
BIO
PKI
BRKR
QGEN
WAT
IDXX
NEOG
VETO FP
HSKA

Last 3 Yr.
R&D Spend
($M)
$1,352
$1,286
$844
$673
$629
$589
$559
$468
$427
$392
$44
$37
$20

Company
QGEN
BRKR
ELAN
BIO
A
ZTS
HOLX
PKI
WAT
IDXX
HSKA
NEOG
VETO FP

Last 3 Yr. R&D
/ Last 3 Yr.
Revenue
9.6%
9.4%
9.0%
8.8%
8.3%
7.2%
6.5%
6.2%
5.9%
5.4%
4.5%
3.4%
2.7%

Heska is being outspent almost 20-to-1 by IDEXX, the
animal health diagnostic equipment leader.
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Heska Appears To Have Little Proprietary
Technology After Our Review
Heska has a modest IP portfolio of five patents, including several very old Cuattro patents related to radiography for
equine applications. Heska shares recently jumped when the Company filed for a patent presumably related to a
new product. However, it was only for a cartridge design, and the inventor doesn’t even work for Heska.
Heska Patent Disclosure

Recent Sample Cartridge Patent Application

“Our issued patent portfolios primarily
relate to allergy, diagnostic and
detection tests, and vaccine delivery
technologies. As of December 31,
2020, we owned, co-owned or had
rights to 5 issued U.S. patents
expiring at various dates from April
2021 to April 2024 and had 2
pending U.S. patent application. Our
corresponding foreign patent portfolio
as of December 31, 2020 included 7
issued patents in various foreign
countries expiring at various dates
from February 2021 to August 2024
and no pending applications.”

Source: Heska 2020 10-K, USPTO, LinkedIn
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We Believe Heska’s Product Line Has Changed Little
Over the Past Five Years
Heska wants investors to believe that it is a fundamentally different company today. However, not surprisingly given
the Company’s modest level of investment, it is largely selling the same diagnostic products it did in 2013.
Furthermore, the imaging product lineup it acquired from Cuattro in 2013/17 has changed little as well.

Wilson at
Investor Day
November 2020

“To set the stage, let's recall where we began. In 2013, Heska was not well positioned for the next 15
years. And there was truth in the criticisms of Heska and our ability and our prospects. Concerns of
relevancy and scalability were valid. Our balance sheet was limited and our cash flows unsupportive of the
aggressive growth strategies necessary to be relevant and then to be the winner in the markets we
coveted.... Our point-of-care testing suite lacked key features and key analyzers...Too much of our
revenue was weighted to lower-margin lines with low defenses against disintermediation. We lacked
proprietary in-house diagnostics platforms, and we were too far down the value creation continuum. It was
often noted that Heska didn't make what we sold and didn't sell what we made… And I am proud to say
that this Heska team made the needed fix to each and every one of these circa 2013 criticisms.”

Heska Lab Systems as of 12/24/13

Heska Lab Systems as of 8/28/21

Look familiar? They are 8
years old.
Three “new” products, all
developed by others.
Source: Wayback Machine, Heska website, Bloomberg
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Similarly, Heska Continually Suggests That They Are
Manufacturing The New Element AIM Product
Heska has repeatedly stated or implied that the Element AIM product has been developed and is being
manufactured internally. Of note, Heska’s only disclosed manufacturing facility, which largely produces
pharmaceuticals for others on a contract basis, is located in Des Moines, Iowa.
CEO Wilson Comments on Element AIM Development and Production
Stifel Conference
June 2021

Jefferies Conference
June 2021

“We think point-of-care fecal combined with urine product is unique, its innovative. It's something that
we've done internally. We haven't partnered with outside people because we don't think it exists
out there on the human side, just veterinary eyes it. So we designed a kind of a purpose fit product for
that.”
And then the big innovation that investors who have followed us for a while, we worked on this product for
the last three or four years, is an in-house innovation. We think we've invented some very unique
things here to tackle what we consider to be one of the largest problems of veterinary healthcare, which,
of course, would be analyzing urine, but more importantly, analyzing fecal. And so, we've invented the
Element AIM. It is in the process of being launched this quarter after several years of research and
development.
“We're manufacturing this product in the United States, up in New England and that's underway.”

Q2 2021
Earnings Call

“We did experience some supply chain disruption and delays for things like advanced computer
chips…I'm sure my R&D and operations teams are thrilled that you ask, because they live it every
day...I think, we've secured the major components.”

Heska 2019 10-K: “Collaborating with third-parties for the development and manufacturing of the Element UF urine and fecal analyzers.”

We find it troubling that investors have not gotten a straight answer from Heska management regarding something
that represents a material shift in strategy and operations. How can Heska manufacture the Element AIM on the East
Coast when it has never disclosed the existence of a facility there? How can Heska represent that fecal testing
expertise and technology “doesn’t exist” when fecal flotation has been performed for years for animals and stool tests
have been used for humans for decades? If Heska abandoned a previous supplier, that should have been disclosed.
Source: Bloomberg Transcripts, Heska 2019 10-K
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Heska’s Statements Regarding Element AIM Are
Inconsistent With Its Declining And Minimal Capex
Heska has spent well below $2 million over the past two years on capital expenditures. We find this disclosure
inconsistent with the Company’s statements that it is manufacturing the Element AIM. Moreover, we show that such
capex levels are far more indicative of a distributor than a company driving any level of innovation or organic growth.
Heska Historical Capital Expenditure ($M)

IDEXX Historical Capital Expenditure ($M)

Heska’s capex spend has declined to minimal levels in
recent years. Once again, this disclosure forces us to
seriously question management’s comments regarding
its role in the production of the Element AIM.

Historical capex spend for IDEXX makes a lot more
sense: increasing as revenues scale and within a
consistent range as a percent of revenue. If Heska is
really “like” IDEXX, shouldn’t they be similar?

Source: SEC filings
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Heska’s Product Roadmap Is Likely
To Disappoint

Our Research Calls Into Question Heska’s Claims
Regarding the Upcoming Element AIM Product
Heska has repeatedly touted the prospects for its new urine and fecal analyzer, the Element AIM. However, we
seriously question Heska’s disclosures related to the product and the Element AIM’s prospects for success.

Spruce Point Concerns About Element AIM

In the previous section, we noted several concerns about the Element AIM, including:
•

Inadequate R&D spend to support menu expansions, much less a new, internally-developed product

•

A general lack of internal intellectual property and insufficient organizational resources

•

Suspiciously low capital expenditures given claims from Heska that it is making the product

In this section, we focus on Heska’s statements regarding timing, market receptivity, and competitiveness of
the Element AIM and find that:
•

There is significant friction facing point-of-care fecal testing adoption

•

Competitors have already beaten the Element AIM to market

•

Heska’s disclosure regarding the Element AIM’s technology and differentiation are suspect

•

General availability has slipped about a year since their timing guidance provided in January 2020, and
Heska’s explanations for delays don’t square with reality

•

Heska’s repeated statements regarding “pre-orders” are highly questionable

CEO Wilson at Investor Day
November 2020

At launch in 2021, Element AIM will be the world's first and only analyzer designed specifically for
veterinary medicine to do both fecal and urine imaging in a fully automated manner that is
supported by AI for the best user accuracy and efficiency
Source: Bloomberg Transcript

Competitor Zoetis released a competitive product three months before this statement (see slide 46).
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Fecal Testing Background: Currently Performed by
Reference Labs; Timing Issues And Point of Care Solution
Capabilities Seem Embellished In Our View
We acknowledge that fecal testing can be an important treatment protocol for assessing the health of companion
animals for the identification of the presence of roundworms, hookworms, and whipworms. In fact, the Companion
Animal Parasite Council (CAPC) recommends two fecal screenings per year for adult dogs.
Currently, pet fecal testing is performed one of two ways. First, in-clinic analysis can be performed using a variety of
methodologies that vary in accuracy depending on type and personnel expertise. Most common is fecal floatation,
which involves the physical preparation of the sample followed by analysis with a microscope. There are also a
number of low cost disposable tests for certain applications. Fecal floatation has numerous potential limitations
including misidentification given other debris in the sample, varying egg density, and varying stages of egg growth.
Therefore, the second and more common practice is to send pet fecal samples to a centralized animal health reference
lab. Given the use of more accurate diagnostic equipment, the use of additional testing protocols (such as antigen
testing, which can identify eggs in earlier stages of growth), and greater laboratory personnel expertise, this is widely
considered the most accurate diagnostic process. For this reason, the CPAC recommends that antigen testing be
combined with microscopic examination. The only drawback is that the results of such tests are usually not available
until early the following day.
Practically speaking, this sub-24 hour turnaround time is adequate for a large portion of total testing activity and is
most cost effective for the vet as it saves on the capital cost of an additional piece of diagnostic equipment and related
consumables and reduces the burden on veterinary staff. Another typical argument against the use of reference labs is
that the testing delay may require the pet owner to drive back to the vet following, but we note that (1) most people
visit vets close to their home, and (2) a return trip doesn’t seem too much to ask given how pets are being treated with
greater care, and (3) a return visit isn’t always required for treatment next steps, if any.
Finally, it is important to highlight exactly what functions the new point of care machines are performing. Practically
speaking, we believe it is a stretch to call the new fecal analyzers a new piece of diagnostic equipment. In reality, the
veterinary staff are still required to undergo a sample preparation process that must be done correctly to ensure
accurate test results, and the equipment is actually just an automated microscope that uses algorithms to scan the
slide for pre-determined image evidence of parasites.
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Cheap And Easy Disposable Fecal Tests Are Widely
Available For Many Health Issues
As stated, there are numerous disposable fecal analysis tests that can be performed in-clinic for certain applications.
These tests, supplied by competitors IDEXX, Zoetis and BioNote and not by Heska, are inexpensive, sufficiently
accurate, and relatively easy to use.
Study on Accuracy of Disposable Fecal Tests

Source: National Center for Biotechnology Information, Walmart

Fecal Test Availability and Pricing
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Our Conversations With Vets Indicate Minimal
Interest In Point of Care Fecal Diagnostic Testing
We spoke with over 30 veterinarians about their views on point of care fecal testing. Not only did they generally
prefer to continue using reference labs for such tests, but they also indicated a lack of willingness to try new
equipment from a supplier other than their current vendor, which doesn’t bode well for Heska given its minimal
market share.
“Since fecal tests are most often used for general wellness exams, there is no need for a rapid
result. One day turnaround is fine.”
“Point of care fecal testing does not use the same antigen technology used in the reference labs,
so the accuracy you get from the reference lab is much better.”
Feedback From Spruce
Point Calls With
Veterinarians Regarding
Point of Care Fecal
Testing

“Fecal testing is a hassle and requires some expertise, so we prefer to use the reference lab.”
“We do the easy stuff in house, but I don’t see fecal migrating to the point of care.”
“I’m happy letting the reference lab do everything related to the handling of fecal matter.”
“The last thing I need is for my staff to run an additional test. They are overworked as it is.”
“We simply don’t have any additional space in our lab for another piece of equipment. Like many
vets, we are pretty small.”
“Our equipment supplier [IDEXX] also operates a reference lab, so there are efficiencies in just
sending samples out to them.”
“There is zero chance I will use a single new piece of equipment if it isn’t offered from my current
supplier. It just doesn’t make any sense.”
“Like most vets I know, we are an IDEXX practice, so incorporating others’ machines is a hassle.”
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Even If In-Clinic Fecal Testing Gains Some Traction,
We View Heska As Already Late To Market
Zoetis launched its fecal analyzer product, the VETSCAN IMAGYST, in September 2020. Thus, based on its current
launch timing, Heska will come to market over a year after a top competitor. Moreover, notice that Zoetis released
real research three months prior to product release on the capabilities of the machine. Heska has said very little.
Zoetis VETSCAN IMAGYST Press Release

Source: Zoetis press release dated 9/9/20, Parasites & Vectors article

Study Confirming Performance of VETSCAN IMAGYST
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Detailed Questions Regarding Element AIM Have Been
Meet With Simplistic Analogies and Word Salads
In contrast to Zoetis’ published research, Heska has disclosed almost nothing about the technology or capabilities of
the Element AIM. We believe the exchange below between analyst Ben Haynor and both Wilson and EVP Nancy
Wisnewski at Heska’s November 2020 Investor Day perfectly captures the generalities put forth by the Company.
This is by far the most detailed disclosure by Heska, and it only came after repeated probing.
Ben Haynor, Alliance Global
“And then I think I heard you mention that there is something like five times more imaging per sample, I'm not sure if I understood that right.
But first off, what's that in comparison to, and then how much difference or how differentiated as the optics chain. Just the color that you
have there? I mean is it more megapixels, is it stabilization from vibration of some sense, or lenses, or what goes into that, or is it software?”

Our Take: Technical question receives jumbled answer

Kevin Wilson, CEO
“So, it's a great question. So I'll take it in the order that you asked it. So there are two things with sample size. The first is just how much, in
this case, fluid are you looking at? And, either you have 0.5 mils or you have 0.2 mils like it's just a raw number of how much of the
haystack, are you going to interrogate to find what you're looking for. Now, that doesn't matter as you have a large prevalence of target
items, because a small sample is going to show prevalence and a large sample is just going to show the same percentage of prevalence.
But it does matter if you have a sample that has less in it. And that's what I meant by, if you've only got a couple of needles in the haystack,
you're going to have to look at more hay. And that's why just a raw sample size matters, and so compared to the competition in the devices
out there, broadly, we think we look at more samples. We know we look at more sample size, there's just more urine, there's just more
fecal material prepared to look at. So I think that's good. The second part of your question. And I'm sorry, I just forgot.”

Our Take: Long-winded answer, then defers question

Ben Haynor, Alliance Global
“I guess it was a little bit more technical. I mean, what goes into that. I mean, is it something that just a competitor could come and say,
okay, we look at more sample, we've got more megapixels, or what have you? We've got better vibration adjustment. We've got better
lenses. We've got better AI. II mean what would be from a tactical standpoint, where is the differentiation, how does that stack up?”

Our Take: Sure, it’s whatever Heska says
Wilson defers to Nancy Wisnewski, Executive Vice President
“So, it's actually, it's all the things you've mentioned. But in addition and probably most importantly, it's actually how we prepare and treat
the initial sample itself. So it's a mix of a variety of different aspects, technical aspects of the product, the insurance itself. But we have
identified a way to take a larger amount of sample than what the competition does, and process it in such a way, in such a time frame to be
able to interrogate it more thoroughly. And hopefully, therefore, gives us a better opportunity to get better sensitivity. That's multi-factorial
but sample preparation is a big piece of it.”
Source: Bloomberg Transcript
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Element AIM Timeline Has Already Been Pushed
Back Substantially
We didn’t have to look hard to find that Heska dramatically missed the launch guidance it provided in early 2020.
Heska’s timeline a year later was pushed out 4-6 quarters and doesn’t anticipate general availability until Q1 2022.
We don’t understand how the market can shrug off this poor execution when this is supposedly the biggest, and
perhaps only, product development challenge Heska has ever faced.
Heska Guidance on Fecal/Urine Analyzer General Availability
January 2020:
Commercial Release in
Q3 2020

Maybe name
change will
hide timeline
slippage?

January 2021:
General Release in
Q1 2022

Source: Heska January 2021 JPMorgan Conference Presentation and 2020 Conference Presentation
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We Believe Heska Can’t Keep Its Story Straight,
Even On The Same Earnings Call
It appears Heska can’t keep its story straight. On the Company’s Q2 earnings call, Wilson said that shipments have
been delayed “by a few weeks.” Then during the Q&A, Wilson proceeded to suggest that volumes will be impacted
all the way through December. Given its history of delays and the fact that the Element AIM supposedly represents
Heska’s first and only diagnostic machine produced internally, we find these inconsistent disclosures troubling.
Furthermore, Wilson suggests that component shortages have been a source of delay. We question whether Heska
is simply hiding behind current widespread supply chain issues. First, Wilson acknowledges that the volumes
delivered are extremely small, on the order of a mere “handful” of units. Thus, the notion that the Company can’t
procure handfuls of key components is hard to believe. Second, we examined the circuit boards for several
diagnostic machines illustrated on Youtube and do not believe the types of components are similar to those in short
supply in other markets. Third, in our conversation with IDEXX management, they noted that they have NOT
experienced any supply chain related issues. Thus, we find Heska’s disclosures highly suspect.
CEO Wilson Comments on Element AIM Timing and Supply Chain Issues
Q2 2021
Earnings Call
Prepared Remarks

“Element AIM continues to make solid progress for manufacturing at scale and for installation of general
release to our anxiously awaiting subscribers on schedule in the fourth quarter… While we did
experience some supply chain disruption and delays for things like advanced computer chips and
displays and general freight delays, which moved out our installation volume ramp.…we did meet our
goal of putting analyzer in a third-party clinical environment by the end of the quarter. But in all candor,
just barely. And so again, I think we're probably delayed on that by a few weeks, but we've got a
handful operating and running samples and we think the results support our forecast that we'll be at
manufacturing release by the fourth quarter.”

Q2 2021
Earnings Call
Response to Question
About Supply Constraints

“We've managed through it so far, we've lost weeks that may add up to a month or two, and I've called
that out, really, the net effect, what we think is we'll probably be able to install fewer Element AIMs in
the October, November, December period, largely just as a constraint of ramping up the volume, and
then running them through the initial installation and volume process… I think, we've secured the major
components. But gosh, you could be delayed by a minor component. You just simply can't ship
because screw number 212 is sitting on a freighter somewhere. There's always that possibility, but
we're really not thinking that's where we are right now. I think I answered the question.”

Source: Bloomberg Transcripts
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We Don’t Believe Heska’s Repeated Comments
About Element AIM Demand Make Sense
Heska has repeatedly stated that customer demand for the Element AIM is strong, but we find that hard to square
with how these systems are sold, or, in the case of Heska, “placed.” That is, we find it highly doubtful that vets are
placing real orders (Wilson specifies six-year contracts) for a machine that: (1) has no published performance
results or product datasheets, (2) only reached trial customers at the very end of Q2 and in very small quantities, (3)
from a Company that has never solely designed and manufactured a single piece of diagnostic equipment, (4) in a
market environment in which vets are overwhelmed with customer traffic, a global pandemic persists, and where
Heska’s peers have all stated that it represents a difficult selling environment. And several distribution reps with
whom we spoke say “pre-orders” are not common, especially for an unproven product. In short, we simply don’t
believe it. Moreover, the Company hasn’t even made clear how it is going to market with Element AIM. Specifically,
are they even charging for the machine or simply placing it for free to capture the consumables stream? If the latter,
which is commonplace, then the talk of massive customer demand is highly suspect.
CEO Wilson Comments on Element AIM Demand
Q4 2020
Earnings Call

“Yeah, we just can't go fast enough. So, we continue to build backlog, every quarter goes by we're
confident that demand is more than there to get to where we want to be. So, really it's an execution
question. That's just getting a wonderfully working product out to as many customers as fast as possible.
So needless to say our sales team is chomping at the bit, but so are a lot of our customers. I don't want to
get into specifics because I don’t want to update our backlog in public, but it's good.”

Q1 2021
Earnings Call

“I think we’re solidly in the second quarter. And we also have really good pre-subscription demand for
that product. So in terms of marketing, we’re not chewing on our fingernails, hoping that people will show
up on the big day. I think we’ve got pretty good demand already signed up.”

Jefferies Conference
June 2021

“In fact, in terms of our product launch, we've got pre-orders, we've got pre subscriptions, we go to
market on six years subscriptions, but we've got pre-subscriptions for our Element AIM product that fill out
our demand for 2021, and we're now well into filling out 2022.”

Q2 2021
Earnings Call

“So preorder trends, I think it's fair to say we have more preorders than we can manufacture at scale
and deliver in the fourth quarter. So we feel great about that, but obviously, customers want their -- they
want their product as well. So it will probably take us through the first quarter of next year to work through
the balance of the preorders is my guess.”

Source: Bloomberg Transcripts
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We Believe Wilson Has Made Other Statements
Regarding The Element AIM That Don’t Make Sense
We never cease to be surprised by what Wilson says. At the Stifel Conference in June 2021, Wilson claimed
regarding the Element AIM, “we're not changing veterinarian behavior.” We find this surprising, since we believe
doing more point of care fecal testing AND buying from Heska would both be material changes in vet behavior.
Wilson has stacked up other comments that are hard to support.
Q4 2020
Earnings Call

“It's inefficient to take a slide or sample and drop in an envelope and have somebody drive a car to pick it
up, drive the car to the airport, drop it into a box, put it on an airplane, fly to Los Angeles or New York and
drive it from the airport to a Central Lab and then have it looked at. We think that's -- it's not green, it's not
efficient and we think technology can make the experience better for the pet, the pet owner and the
veterinarians.”

Isn’t logistics a feature as opposed to a bug for businesses like Amazon, Postmates, DoorDash, and many others?
Stifel Conference
June 2021

“We don't have to displace the blood and plasma relationship in order to get a beachhead into that clinic,
and we think that's pretty exciting as well. It opens up a whole new field for us. Our 13% current market
share, we think a 100% of customers should want this product.”

Our research found that vets rarely mix and match equipment from different vendors, especially if they use IDEXX.
Stifel Conference
June 2021

“We think point-of-care fecal combined with urine product is unique, its innovative. It's something that
we've done internally. We haven't partnered with outside people because we don't think it exists out
there on the human side, just veterinary eyes it. So we designed a kind of a purpose fit product for that.”

Zoetis started shipping its fecal analyzer in 2020. Moreover, in the Company’s 2019 annual financial report in Germany,
scil noted that it started selling a new urine analyzer that year. Fecal testing has been done at reference labs for years.
How can he say the technology doesn’t exist?

Source: Bloomberg Transcripts, scil animal care company GmbH 2019 filing with Unternehmensregister
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We Believe Wilson’s Comments About Element AIM’s
Future Financial Contribution Are Non-Sensical
Based on Wilson’s comments, Element AIM is expected to contribute $24-$27 million in revenue in 2022. Given the
history of delays and obfuscation, we are highly skeptical. We note that such revenue contribution represents 31%
of LTM North America POC Instruments and Consumables revenue, which took a decade to achieve.
Investor Day
November 2020

“The timing and acceptance of Element AIM is a key assumption in our model…I could tell you that it's
about less than 5% of our total revenue projected for 2021. As we move into a global launch in '22 and
'23, we're still targeting about a 10% annual installed base, but on our global customer profile, and
obviously, with that would come a significant contribution to revenue in those two years, exceeding
10% and exceeding 15% just based on those targeted percentages.”

Wilson said that Element AIM will account for over 10% of revenue in 2022. Depending on whether you reference LTM
revenues or Street consensus, that implies Element AIM revenues of at least $24-$27 million. Given that current LTM
North American POC Lab Instrument and Consumables account for $83 million, and that took over a decade to
achieve, we are highly skeptical of this forecast, especially since it has yet to ship.
Investor Day
November 2020

“Increasing consumable sales, which are higher margin, will be offset by international reset subscription
program transition and the continuation of product rationalization and higher instrument revenue
recognition relating to Element AIM in North America.”

Heska has repeatedly said that there is nothing in the world like the Element AIM and suggests that it is a truly
revolutionary machine with customers pre-ordering. If that is true, then why will Element AIM gross margins be lower
than the corporate average, which includes a lot of low-margin revenue from older products and contract
manufacturing of vaccines and pharmaceuticals? Don’t companies with innovative products usually see pricing
power? Apparently, this does not exist in Heska’s case.

Source: Bloomberg Transcript
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We Note That Industry Leader IDEXX Has More Fecal
Analysis-Related Patents (18) Than Heska Has Total
Patents (5)
IDEXX has dominant 55-60% market share in diagnostic equipment, the best selling disposable fecal test (SNAP),
and operates one of the leading reference labs in the world. IDEXX also has more fecal-related patents than Heska
has total patents. We imagine they understand the market’s demand for such testing and the technology required to
do it better than Heska. We believe their entry into the point of care market would be a material negative for Heska.
IDEXX Fecal Analysis Patents
17165568

Methods, Devices, Kits and Compositions for Detecting Roundworm, Whipworm and Hookworm

16823942

Compositions, Devices, Kits and Methods for Detecting Hookworm

16539238

Methods, devices, kits and compositions for detecting roundworm, whipworm and hookworm

15863352

Methods, devices, kits and compositions for detecting roundworm, whipworm and hookworm

14974659

Compositions, devices, kits and methods for detecting hookworm

14694217

Methods, devices, kits and compositions for detecting roundworm, whipworm, and hookworm

13788532

Methods, devices, kits and compositions for detecting roundworm, whipworm, and hookworm

14045077

Methods, devices, kits and compositions for detecting roundworm

13585429

Methods, devices, kits and compositions for detecting roundworm

13110487

Methods, devices, kits and compositions for detecting roundworm, whipworm, and hookworm

13182585

Methods, devices, kits and compositions for detecting whipworm

12948503

Methods, devices, kits and compositions for detecting roundworm

12814207

Roundworm coproantigen detection

There are five more, but we trust you get the point.
Source: Ipowner search for IDEXX and the word “fecal”
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We Believe Heska’s Subscription
Business Disclosure is Troubling

We Believe The Market Is Ignoring Underlying Risks And
Questionable Disclosures Related To Heska’s Subscription
Consumables Business
Heska’s business model is that it places instruments at vets for free, or at very low cost, and then signs the vet to a
subscription agreement to purchase minimum quantities of the consumables required to operate the instruments. The
standard length of these agreements is six years. Given this term length, the instrument portion of these sales is
accounted for as a sales-type lease, which results in revenue recognition up front upon placement. The value of the
consumables contracts are captured in a remaining purchase obligation that Heska discloses in its financial footnotes.
In addition, Heska has disclosed detailed subscription trend information on an annual basis as part of its Q4 earnings
report. This information does not appear in its 10-K or 10-Q filings.
In contrast to the market’s predilection for ascribing tremendous value to anything that looks remotely like a
“subscription”, we believe investors are wrong to point to Heska’s subscription consumables business as a unique
source of value.
Issues We Believe Exist With Heska Subscription Consumables Business

•

Heska consumables are not proprietary and are supplied by third parties, thus creating a supply risk that
diminishes the value of its subscription agreements

•

Despite being a headline bull thesis point around Heska’s stock, the Company has been pursuing
consumables subscription agreements as far back as 2014, and we believe these agreements only
contribute 15%-30% of Heska total revenue

•

Heska’s consumables subscription agreements still depend on Company equipment placements, an area
where we believe Heska has little differentiation, no proprietary technology, and a massive scale
disadvantage

•

We believe Heska consumables subscription trends do not warrant optimism

•

We have identified numerous troubling mistakes and inconsistencies with Heska’s subscription
disclosures
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Investors Want To Believe Heska’s Consumables
Business Is SaaS-Like; We Believe It’s Not
As a distributor and white label reseller, Heska does not control its own product destiny. Moreover, Heska’s
consumables subscription growth depends upon the placement of instruments and ancillary services, where we
believe the Company is poorly positioned.
Heska’s Disclosure on Subscription Consumables

Not Developed Internally

“All of our Point of Care laboratory and other non-imaging instruments and consumables are
supplied by third parties, who typically own the product rights and supply the product to us under
marketing and/or distribution agreements…A loss of, or disruption in, the supply of consumables we are
selling to an installed base of instruments could substantially harm our business.”

Dependent on Instrument
Placements

“Unless we are able to find an alternate supply of a similar product, we would not be able to continue to
offer our customers the same breadth of products and our sales and operating results would likely suffer. In
the case of an instrument supplier, we could also potentially suffer the loss of sales of consumable
supplies, which would be significant in cases where we have built a significant installed base, further
harming our sales prospects and opportunities.”

Heska’s consumables revenue depends upon its ability to place instruments, which requires product differentiation
and effective sales reach. However, we believe that Heska is purely a distributor and has minimal scale and sales
firepower relative to industry leader IDEXX Labs.
Moreover, we struggle to comprehend the market’s willingness to ascribe a SaaS revenue multiple to a company that
neither developed or owns the product it is selling. This type of risk, and the implications for a disrupted revenue
stream, is exactly why SaaS companies achieve higher multiples.

Source: Heska 2020 10-K
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Heska’s Subscription Agreements Are Not New,
And They Remain A Small Portion of Revenue
We believe the market is overly excited about Heska’s consumables subscription opportunity, often characterizing
it as a new business model that is disrupting the animal health industry and pointing to it for justification for multiple
expansion. In reality, sector leaders IDEXX and Zoetis offer the same type of customer arrangement.
Heska Has Been Offering Consumables Subscription Deals Since 2014
“the Company believes that it is important for context to advise the Staff that it began in 2014 to offer broadly to its customers
the choice to use its blood diagnostic equipment and associated consumables pursuant to subscription agreements providing for
a five-year term, in lieu of obligating its customers to purchase outright the Company’s blood diagnostics equipment at the
inception of the arrangement.”

North America Revenue
POC Lab Instruments & Other
POC Lab Consumables
POC Imaging
PVD
OVP
Total North America Revenue
International Revenue
POC Lab Instruments & Other
POC Lab Consumables
POC Imaging
PVD
Total International Revenue
Total Revenue

LTM
Revenue

Percent
of Total

$14.6
$68.3
$26.8
$23.5
$19.1
$152.2

6%
28%
11%
10%
8%
62%

$12.3
$46.5
$30.7
$4.6
$94.1

5%
19%
12%
2%
38%

$246.4

100%

“Subscription placement is the majority of our Point of Care
laboratory transactions while outright sales to customers are the
majority of both Point of Care imaging diagnostic transactions and the
sale of pharmaceuticals and vaccines.”

Heska doesn’t actually disclose the amount of POC Lab
Consumables REVENUE subject to subscription agreements.
Moreover, scil (substantially all of International) does not
disclose revenue derived from subscriptions, but it does note
that some equipment is sold outright (ie, not coupled with a
consumable commitment). And regardless, Heska has talked
of the need to migrate scil customers to Heska systems, thus
adding risk to current scil consumables revenue. As a result,
we believe sustainable subscription consumables only
represent between 15%-30% of Heska total revenue.

Source: Heska SEC Correspondence Letter Dated 11/18/17, Heska 2020 10-K, Heska Q2 2021 10-Q
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Nor Are Consumables Commitments Unique
To Heska
Sector leader IDEXX actually innovated the subscription model and offers a range of similar purchase options, as
well as a much broader range of products and services. Moreover, IDEXX lab diagnostics consumables account
for 78% of total revenue.
IDEXX 360 Program
“Volume Commitment Programs. Our volume commitment programs, such as our IDEXX 360 program, provide customers
with a free or discounted instrument or system upon entering into multi-year agreements to purchase annual minimum amounts
of products and services.”
“Recurring Diagnostic Revenue. Revenues from our proprietary IDEXX VetLab consumable products, our SNAP rapid assay
test kits, outside reference laboratory and consulting services, and extended maintenance agreements and accessories related
to our CAG Diagnostics instruments are considered recurring in nature. For the year ended December 31, 2020, recurring
diagnostic revenue, which is both highly durable and profitable, accounted for approximately 78% of our consolidated
revenue.”

Source: IDEXX 2020 10-K, IDEXX website
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We Believe Wilson’s Explanation of Heska’s
Subscription Business Is Incoherent
We have identified a number of errors, inconsistencies, and evidence of deterioration in Heska’s subscription
disclosures. Before we review them, we thought it best to let Heska’s Wilson give us his perspective on how to
interpret these metrics. None of these metrics, alone, answers the questions Wilson poses.
CEO Wilson Comments on Q4 2020 Earnings Call
Ben Hanyor, Alliance Global
“What’s going to give us the best evidence that you guys are kind of executing to plan?”
Kevin Wilson, Heska CEO
“No, it's a great question. So here's kind of how I roughly look at it. Active subscriptions leads me to look to retention and market share
gains. So when those go up that's roughly the bucket that I look at. Months under subscription leads me to say are we achieving our main
goal. If the premise in our market is veterinarians, pet healthcare, veterinarians, in particular are going to do wonderfully over the next
couple of decades and they're going to do more point-of-care testing, and more diagnostics testing. So 20%, 30% of their revenues as they
continue to grow. Then our mission is to be as close to the veterinarian for decades, that's our mission. Right? And so months under
subscription gives me a little snapshot there to say are we meeting that mission of having long-term proximity being closest to the
veterinarian. And so that's how I look at that metric and that's a key success metric.”
“And then minimum CSV for me is more about just a check to make sure that we're not giving a dollar away for $0.90, that you're
maintaining some discipline there that you’re achieving that long-term relationship with the customer and you're getting more customers the
first two metrics and you're doing it in a way that the customer is confident to commit to spending, a certain amount of their spend with
Heska. So that's kind of how I look at those three just in terms of the dashboard. I don't know if that helps?”

Subscriptions:
Says nothing directly about
retention, and Heska doesn’t
disclose churn.
YoY Growth Declining Until 2020,
Churn Likely Higher
Source: Bloomberg Transcripts

Months Under Subscription:
Says nothing about average term,
testing volumes per vet, or being
close to the vet.
Disclosure Conflicts re: Terms,
Average Terms Have Been Variable

Minimum CSV:
Says nothing about pricing or
actual usage levels unless
normalized.
Declines in both CSV / month and
CSV / subscription / month
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Heska Subscription Trends Raise Concerns
YoY subscription growth was slowing dramatically before the scil transaction. We note that many of the figures
disclosed lack adequate definitions and detail to truly understand the underlying dynamics. And of course, the only
key metric definition the Company provides only raises more questions.
From Heska Q4 2020 Earnings Press Release Dated 2/23/21
Undefined Term:
Heska does not define
“active subscriptions”

?

Inadequate Disclosure:
Heska consistently references
>95% retention but does not
provide annual figures
Negative Trend:
YoY subscription growth is
declining dramatically.
Undefined Term:
What does this mean?
“Corporate sites active” is
being estimated? Does that
relate to “active” subscriptions
or to CSV as footnoted? If the
former, is Heska’s subscription
figure just an estimate?

Source: Heska press release dated 2/23/21
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We Believe Heska Provided Potentially Misleading
2020 Subscription Performance And Figures
We believe Heska’s assertion that its 2020 subscription performance outperformed its outlook appears to be
incorrect. Furthermore, we believe the Company embellishes its North American subscription growth metric by not
properly disclosing the potential contribution of scil’s Canadian business.
From Heska Q4 2020 Earnings Release Dated 2/23/21
Potentially Misleading Disclosure:

Really? The outlook for 2020
was 14% growth excluding scil
and CVM. Since international
was practically immaterial
before those deals, this outlook
is essentially for North
America. However, North
America only grew 11% in 2020.
Potentially Misleading Disclosure:

We know from its historical
financials and locations that
scil had a Canadian business.
Therefore, if scil contributed to
Canadian, and thus North
American, revenues and
subscriptions in 2020, then
Heska North American
subscription growth was even
lower than 11%, and perhaps
further deteriorated consistent
with the multi-year trend.
Source: Heska press release dated 2/23/21
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Heska’s Subscription Data Suggests Retention Rates
Materially Lower Than Guidance
Heska has repeatedly stated that subscription renewal rates are greater than 95%. However, based on our
analysis of predicted subscription month growth under 0% and 100% renewal scenarios for cohorts rolling off
existing plans, we believe Heska subscription retention is materially lower than Company guidance.
Analysis of Heska Subscription Months
Since Heska does not disclose subscription retention by year, we attempted to infer renewal rates by analyzing predicted subscription months under 0%
and 100% renewal scenarios. We modeled subscription months by year (cohort) assuming (1) subscriptions started in 2013 (the Company said they
started in earnest in 2014 in an SEC comment letter), and (2) five-year terms were standard until a switch to six-year terms in 2016 (per disclosure in SEC
comment letter). While scil disclosed the use of subscriptions in its 2019 financials, we also know that Heska aggressively started seeking subscription
deals from scil customers in 2020 after the deal closed. For simplicity, we assume all incremental subscriptions in 2020 are new.
Year
2013
2014
2015
2016
2017
2018
2019
2020
2021 Outlook

Active
Subs.
370
730
1,235
1,665
1,950
2,175
2,376
2,980
3,715

YoY
Growth
97%
69%
35%
17%
12%
9%
25%
25%

New
Subs.
370
360
505
430
285
225
201
604
735

Months
Under
Sub.

54,200
68,750
75,950
90,844
100,249
124,695
154,964

Red highlighting indicates cohort renewal period.

Year
2013
2014
2015
2016
2017
2018
2019
2020
2021 Outlook

New
Months

14,550
7,200
14,894
9,405
24,446
30,269

New Mos.
per
New Sub.

33.8
25.3
66.2
46.8
40.5
41.2

Average Months Per Sub. Remaining
2013 2014 2015 2016 2017 2018 2019 2020 2021
60
48
36
24
12
72
60
48
36
60
48
36
24
12
72
60
48
60
48
36
24
12
72
60
72
60
48
36
24
12
72
60
48
36
24
72
60
48
36
72
60
48
72
60
72
Total Assuming 100% Renewal
Total Assuming No Renewal

Inconsistent
data:
Standard fiveyear terms?

Months Under Subscription
Predicted
Actual /
Predicted
Predicted
No Renewal
Forecast 100% Renewal No Renewal
22,200
22,200
39,360
39,360
60,900
54,200
60,900
77,040
68,750
77,040
27%
77,580
75,950
77,580
1%
70,380
90,844
97,020
-9%
63,192
100,249
111,312
-10%
86,928
124,695
162,648
38%
118,908
154,964
179,808
37%

Source: Heska press releases dated 2/23/21

YoY Change
Actual /
Predicted
Forecast 100% Renewal

27%
10%
20%
10%
24%
24%

27%
1%
25%
15%
46%
11%

Subscription Months by Cohort (New Subs. x Average Months Per Sub. Remaining)
2013
2014
2015
2016
2017
2018
2019
2020
2021
22,200
17,760
13,320
8,880
4,440
26,640
22,200
17,760
13,320
21,600
17,280
12,960
8,640
4,320
25,920
21,600
17,280
30,300
24,240
18,180
12,120
6,060
36,360
30,300
30,960
25,800
20,640
15,480
10,320
5,160
20,520
17,100
13,680
10,260
6,840
16,200
13,500
10,800
8,100
14,472
12,060
9,648
43,488
36,240
52,920
22,200
39,360
60,900
77,040
77,580
97,020 111,312 162,648 179,808
22,200
39,360
60,900
77,040
77,580
70,380
63,192
86,928 118,908

Implied
Renew.

77%
77%
50%
59%

Conflicting Analysis:
By calculating predicted
subscription months
assuming 0% and 100%
cohort renewals versus
actuals, we estimate that
Heska retention rates
were materially lower
than the “>95%” the
Company quotes.
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Appears That Heska Ceased Disclosing The Calculation
of Min CSV Per Subscription When The Metric
Started To Lag
Heska’s 2019 subscription disclosure contained a calculation of Monthly CSV (min CSV / months under
subscription). However, that calculation was removed for 2020, we believe because Monthly CSV in 2020 both
missed the Company’s outlook and because Heska is projecting future declines.
From Heska Q4 2019 Earnings Release Dated 2/25/20
Miscalculation:
$38,000,000 /
54,200
= $701?
Reduced Disclosure:
Why did Heska stop calculating
Monthly CSV just when the metric
missed expectations and started
to decline, in part since
international is a low $669?

From Heska Q4 2020 Earnings Press Release Dated 2/23/21

?

Negative Trend:
Missed by 11%
Source: Heska press releases dated 2/25/20 and 2/23/21

Year

2013
2014
2015
2016
2017
2018
2019
2020 Total Outlook
2020 Total Actual
2021 Total Outlook

Min CSV /
Sub Mos
701
742
743
791
1,013
1,180
1,054
994

YoY
Change

6%
0%
7%
28%
4%
-6%

Negative
Trend:
First YoY
decline?
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Our Analysis of Min CSV / Sub / Month Shows Rapid
Deterioration And Sub Months Don’t Make Sense
We find it troubling that Heska Min CSV per Subscription per Month declined materially in 2020 and is expected to
decline again in 2021. Furthermore, our analysis of average months per subscription yields a relatively consistent
range of values when the declining mix of new subscriptions in recent years should result in more variability.
Analysis of Heska Min CSV and Subscription Months

Year
2013
2014
2015
2016
2017
2018
2019
2020 Total Outlook
2020 Total Actual
2021 Total Outlook

Min CSV /
Sub. / Month
$0.00
$0.00
$0.57
$0.45
$0.38
$0.36
$0.43
$0.44
$0.35
$0.27

YoY
Change

-22%
-15%
-4%
17%
2%
-17%
-24%

Negative Trend:
2020 saw a material decline in Min CSV per
subscription per month with an accelerating decline
expected in 2021. While some of this decline may be
due to smaller vet practices in Europe, the metric has
seen large domestic declines in the past, and we note
that Heska expects Min CSV / month to decline only
6% in 2021 (see previous page).
Source: Heska press releases dated 2/23/21

Year
2013
2014
2015
2016
2017
2018
2019
2020

New
Subscription
Active
New
Subscriptions
Months /
Subscriptions Subscriptions
/ Total
Subscription
370
730
360
49%
1,235
505
41%
43.9
1,665
430
26%
41.3
15%
38.9
1,950
285
2,175
225
10%
41.8
2,376
201
8%
42.2
20%
41.8
2,980
604

Conflicting Analysis:
Heska has disclosed that five-year terms were
standard until a switch to six-year terms in 2016.
Therefore, we find it hard to find an explanation for
the consistency in months per subscription given the
significant change in the number of new
subscriptions as a percent of total (ie, the percent of
subscriptions contributing a full term of months).
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Some Numbers Corrected, While Others Are Now
Incorrect? Lack of Clarity With International
We find it hard to have confidence in Heska’s subscription data given the number of inconsistencies and mistakes.

Heska January 2021 JPMorgan Conference Presentation

From Heska Q4 2020 Earnings Press Release Dated
2/23/21

Miscalculation: $101.6 million / 100,249 = $1,013?
Potentially Misleading Disclosure: Is active subscriptions a
period average or as of year end? Since international
revenue grew by 815% in 2020 due to the scil and CVM deals,
the international growth outlook percentage appears wildly
exaggerated and not qualified by Heska.
Source: Heska January 2021 JPMorgan Conference Presentation, Heska press releases dated 2/23/21
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We Believe Heska Has Over-Hyped The Subscription
Opportunity in Europe
Heska has stated on numerous occasions that it sees an opportunity to convert existing scil customers in Europe
to subscription programs, replicating its efforts with US customers that began in 2013. However, our research
makes us skeptical, since (1) scil already offered subscriptions, so Heska’s year end 2020 figure is not indicative of
recent conversions, and (2) IDEXX and Zoetis are laser focused on the European opportunity.
Wilson Comments on Europe Subscription Opportunity
Q4 2020
Earnings Call

“We also continue to see a clear path to subscriptions conversion in our international installed base at a
rate that is faster than our experience in North America circa 2013 through 2015.”
“We ended 2020 at about 335 and we ended 2013 in the North America efforts. If you go all the way back
to 2013 we ended 2013 at about 370. And in 2014 in North America, we ended at 730. And so we've put a
forecast together this year that we'll start at 335. So a little bit less than we started in 2013 in North
America, but we'll take that to 835 internationally in kind of our first year which is obviously better than
730. So to put it another way, we do see a faster adoption rate with the international customer base and
international for us isn't just scil. So part of that 330 has been work before we really got busy with
scil. So CVM companies in Spain. We’ve since put those two businesses together, the scil business and
the CVM business.”

On numerous occasions, Wilson has implied that the subscription opportunity is so great because scil has not been
offering subscriptions to their customers. However, that doesn’t appear accurate. In scil’s 2019 (and previous) annual
financial reports in Germany, the Company disclosed, “The diagnostic devices are sold to customers, rented as well as
placed free of charge against a contractually guaranteed minimum turnover of consumables.” (Google translation).
Thus, some of the 335 subscriptions at year end 2020 are from scil, and its customers have already been pitched
subscriptions. He also implies CVM had success with subscriptions. But even if all 335 were from CVM (which we
know can’t be true), that still represents just 13% of their 2,500 vet customer base per the deal press release.
We believe IDEXX is very focused on the Europe opportunity and that the scil transaction has put a large number of
customers in play. We believe this does not bode well for Heska.
Source: Bloomberg Transcripts, scil animal care company GmbH 2017, 2018, 2019 filings with Unternehmensregister, CVM deal press release
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Our Research Shows Many Vets Are Not Happy
With Heska Subscription Terms
Heska didn’t invent the consumables subscription model. However, it has innovated a special brand of it that
seems to create a lot of friction with customers. Although Heska’s primary sales pitch espouses the benefits of
working with a smaller supplier rather than an 800 pound gorilla like IDEXX, our research leads us to believe that
Heska is known for having onerous and restrictive contract terms.
Based On Our Primary Research, Heska’s Subscription Terms Are Unpopular

•

Heska has gained a clear reputation for strictly enforcing subscription contract terms, even when there are
extenuating circumstances. (see Heska was "the worst decision of my professional career“)

•

There are examples of vets who have faced financial hardships as a result of Heska contracts. This is
especially acute for vets, as vet practices, like any small business, are volatile and subject to material
failure risks.

•

In addition, in an environment when many vet practices owned by older practitioners are being
consolidated, there is not much allure to a long-term contract.

•

Heska talks at length about the desire to expand testing menus for its diagnostic equipment so that its
customers can run more tests in-house and thus generate more fee revenue. However, Heska contract
terms are not favorable to the vet for this objective.

•

Heska subscription agreements generally contain minimum consumables purchase thresholds. In our
conversations with numerous vets and distributors, we heard widespread complaints that the expansion of
test menus does not help the vet because any increased machine usage for new tests, and thus additional
consumables demand, does not count toward meeting existing purchase thresholds.

•

We contrast Heska’s practices and contracts with those of Zoetis, which is clearly positioning itself as the
kinder and gentler supplier, not pushing long-term commitments or rigid contracts. We believe this is a key
disadvantage for a small player already struggling to win against giants.
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Our Analysis of Heska’s M&A Deals
Raises Many Concerns

Heska Has Acquired Six Companies in the Past Two
Years, The Largest Being scil animal care
Heska’s six recent M&A transactions generated approximately $94 million in LTM revenue at announcement in
aggregate. This total represents 38% of Heska LTM revenues as of Q2 2021.
Recent Heska M&A Transactions
$ in mm

Target
Biotech Laboratories USA
BiEsseA s.r.l. (1)
Lacuna Diagnostics (2)
Optomed (3)
scil animal care company GmbH
CVM (4)
Total

Close
Date
9/9/2021
7/1/2021
2/1/2021
10/5/2020
4/1/2020
1/9/2020

Transaction
Value
ND
$4.7
$4.3
$1.7
$110.3
$14.4
$135.4

Approx.
LTM Revenue
ND
$1.8
$1.0
$4.3
$79.0
$7.8
$93.9

TV / LTM
Revenue
NA
2.7x
4.3x
0.4x
1.4x
1.9x
1.4x

Business
Rapid assay diagnostic test developer
Italy-based reference lab
Digital cytology provider
France-based endoscopy imaging equipment supplier
EU-focused diagnostic and imaging equipment supplier
Spain-focused diagnostic and imaging equipment supplier

Notes
(1) Estimate based on BiEsseA 2019 Italian financial filings
(2) Estimate from ZoomInfo and equates to $40 per read based on 25,000 historical reads referenced in transaction press release
(3) Acquired 30% not already owned for $0.5m. Previous 70% acquired for $0.6m, or implied $0.9m TV, on 2/22/19;
Revenue estimate assumes Euro 3.8m per Heska 8-K filed 2/26/19
(4) CVM Diagnostico Veterinario, S.L. and CVM Ecografía, S.L. (referred to collectively as "CVM")

Heska paid approximately 1.4x LTM revenues, in aggregate, for these six companies.
We find it shocking to note that the market is currently valuing these revenues, which
comprise well over one-third of Heska’s LTM revenues, at 9x only 1 to 1.5 years later
despite questionable recent results.

Source: Heska 2020 10-K, Heska press releases, ZoomInfo, Heska 8-K filed 2/26/19
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scil animal care, The Largest Transaction, Raises
Numerous Red Flags
scil animal care GmbH is a German-domiciled equipment distributor with operations in France, Spain, Italy, and
Canada that was acquired from Covetrus (CVET), the animal health spin-off from Henry Schein as part of a Reverse
Morris Trust transaction with Vets First Choice in 2019. scil was previously acquired by Henry Schein in March 2015.
Our research and analysis indicates scil has a poor track record of growth, operates at very low gross margins, and
suffered the loss of a major customer shortly before the deal closed. Although these issues are seemingly priced in
(at 1.4x revenues after a $15 million post-announce price cut), we question the strategic logic and financial impacts.
scil animal care Historical Revenue Analysis
scil Historical and Implied Revenue Analysis
2014

Heska Reported Revenue
Heska Pro Forma Revenue for scil (1)
Implied scil Revenue
scil 5-Yr CAGR and YoY Revenue Growth

$83.0

(2)

2019
$122.7
$201.7
$79.0
-1%

2020
$197.3
$215.9
$79.9

1%

scil revenue declined at a -1% CAGR from
2014 to 2019 during its ownership by Henry
Schein and Covetrus. Moreover, the business
only grew 1% in 2020 despite the supposed
trend toward Covid-driven pet ownership.

Notes
(1) Assuming full year contribution; from Heska 2020 10-K
(2) From Henry Schein 2015 10-K

Excerpt from Henry Schein 2015 10-K

Excerpt from scil Transaction Definitive Agreement

scil was actually a distributor for Abaxis, the animal health diagnostic equipment company acquired by Zoetis in 2018
and now a major Heska competitor.
Source: Heska 2020 10-K, Henry Schein 2015 10-K, Abaxis FY 2018 10-K, scil Definitive Agreement
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scil Experienced Declining Revenue In 2020 In Every
Country Subsidiary Except Canada
scil country subsidiary financial filings show little or negative revenue growth in recent years. More importantly, as of
their 2019 annual financial filing in Germany, scil management provided guidance for a revenue decline in 2020 due
to the loss of an OEM supplier that decided to bypass scil and sell direct to customers, a risk Heska downplays.
scil animal care Country Entity Revenue Analysis (millions)

Germany
France
Italy
Spain
Canada
Other
Total
Average Euro/USD FX Rate
Total USD

scil Country-Level Revenue Analysis
2016
2017
2018
€ 41.1
€ 39.8
€ 44.0
€ 11.0
€ 11.8

1.10

€ 6.7

€ 7.5

2019
€ 44.8
€ 11.6
€ 7.2
€ 7.2

1.13

1.18

1.12

Notes
Source: Country entity financial filings for German, French, Spanish, and Italian subsidiaries
(1) Derived from YoY country dollar revenue change from 2019 to 2020 grossed up
for full year and converted to Euro at Euro/USD 1.14 rate; from Heska 2020 10-K
(2) Derived from subtracting country-specific revenue total from implied 2020 scil revenue

2020
€ 34.5
€ 11.3
€ 6.8
€ 6.3
€ 10.4
€ 0.7
€ 70.0
1.14
$79.9

We believe German entity revenues
declined approximately 23% in 2020 based
on disclosure in Heska’s 2020 10-K. While
German entity financials are not available
for 2020, the following disclosure in their
2019 report telegraphed a material issue:
“For the 2020 financial year, we are planning
an 8% decline in sales. The scil
International Group is planning an 11%
decline in sales in 2020 compared to the
previous year. The reason for this is the
expected discontinuation of a supplier, as he
wants to sell his products directly.”

“Of the goodwill acquired, $37.3 million is allocated to our International segment and $8.7 million is allocated to our North
America segment.” Heska 2020 10-K
Why did Heska allocate 19% of scil goodwill to its North America segment when we estimate that scil’s Canada
revenue was less than 15% of total revenues?
Source: Heska 2020 10-K, scil animal care company GmbH 2017, 2018, 2019 filings with Unternehmensregister, SCIL ANIMAL CARE COMPANY FRANCE RAPPORT DU
COMMISSAIRE AUX COMPTES SUR LES COMPTES ANNUELS 2018, 2019, 2020, scil animal care company S.R.L. 2020 filings in Italy, scil animal care company S.L. 2018, 2019,
2020 filings in Spain
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As A Pure Play Distributor, scil Generates Materially
Lower Gross Margins Than Heska North America
Scil generated 31% gross margins in 2018 and 2019, indicative of the Company’s distribution business model. Of
note, the Company was barely profitable on an operating basis despite scil management receiving Wilson’s praise
for their operational excellence.

scil animal care Summary Financials (Euro in Millions)

scil Summary Financials (Euro in Millions)
2018
Revenue
€ 70.4
Cost of Sales
€ 48.3
Gross Profit
€ 22.2
Sales and Marketing
€ 20.6
Operating Income
€ 1.5
Gross Margin
Operating Margin

31%
2%

2019
€ 72.5
€ 50.0
€ 22.6
€ 22.1
€ 0.5
31%
1%

Disclosure in the German entity’s 2019
financial report provides a very clear picture
of the Company’s business:
“Research and Development. As a company
specializing in sales and marketing, scil does not
conduct its own research or development.”
[a risk factor] “Delays in introducing new
products to replace those from suppliers who
have switched their sales model to direct sales.”

Source: scil financials
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In Fact, The scil Acquisition Crushed Heska’s Gross
Margin Expansion Plans
Less than two months before the scil transaction was announced, Heska told investors that it was targeting 2022
gross margins of 49.5%. The current plan is 42% at the midpoint.

Heska November 2019 Investor Presentation

Heska June 2021 Investor Presentation

Since the scil deal was signed on January 14, 2020,
Heska was presumably negotiating with the gross
margin-challenged scil when it provided this guidance?

A 750 bps downward revision in target gross margins
isn’t usually met with such shareholder enthusiasm?

Source: Heska November 2019 Investor Presentation, Heska June 2021 Investor Presentation
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Heska Potentially Misrepresented The R&D
Capabilities of scil
Consistent with Heska’s ongoing effort to create the appearance that the Company is pursuing product innovation,
we believe Heska management blatantly overhyped the technical capabilities of scil after the deal. scil explicitly
stated in its German annual financial reports that it does not conduct its own R&D.
Disclosure in the scil animal care German Entity’s 2019 Financial Report
“Research and Development. As a company specializing in sales and marketing, scil does not conduct its own research or
development.”

Wilson Comments on Heska Q1 2020 Earnings Call
Ben Haynor, Alliance Global
“…scil has quite a broad line of laboratory diagnostics. Looks like there are some interesting products in there that might be applicable
outside of Europe, for instance, the holographic urine sediment analyzer. Is there any plan to bring some of these things to other
geographies?”
Kevin Wilson, Heska CEO
“Yes. So they do have good products. They also have a great internal R&D team. Their technical team is extraordinary. And they
have some very nice projects in progress. And so, yeah, we do see -- we do see innovation going in both directions. And we do think the
urine SA machine that you're referring to will be a very, very good complement to the Element UF or urine and fecal analyzer. So we
haven't really unpacked that yet. We're still doing product line rationalization, but there will be products coming from their direction to ours.”

Research and Development

Pre-Scil
2019
$8.2

Post-Scil
LTM
$8.1

Our conclusion is further supported by a review of Heska R&D
expenses, which are lower on an LTM basis (during which time
Heska has supposedly been developing new products) than they
were in 2019 before the scil transaction

Source: Heska SEC filings, scil animal care company GmbH 2019 filing with Unternehmensregister, Bloomberg
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We Struggled To Understand The Rationale For The scil
Transaction Until We Reviewed The Recent Proxy
We believe Heska’s scil transaction exemplifies a stereotypical case of management empire-building for the sole
purpose of self aggrandizement. Management team members get raises, special bonuses, and stock grants for
acquiring a troubled, no-growth asset with gross margins about 1500 basis points below the core business.
Excerpts From Heska 2021 Proxy

Wouldn’t it have been more impressive to achieve “record revenue” through organic growth?
Source: Heska 2021 Proxy
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CVM Has Also Demonstrated Poor Revenue Trends
Parsing through Heska’s revenue disclosure also shows that CVM revenue has declined the past two years, and the
YoY decline is accelerating.

CVM Implied Revenue Analysis
CVM Revenue Analysis
Heska Reported Revenue
Heska Pro Forma Revenue (1)
Implied CVM Revenue (2)
Implied CVM YoY Revenue Growth

2018
$127.4
$135.3
$7.9

2019
$122.7
$130.4
$7.8
-2%

2020
$197.3
$6.9
-11%

Notes
(1) Assuming full year contribution
(2) 2020 CVM revenue derived from Heska revenue contribution disclosure in 2020 10-K

The low quality of Heska’s acquisitions suggests a reckless disregard for proper capital allocation or a blatant attempt
to add revenue scale, even if it means adding questionable businesses.

Source: Heska 2020 10-K,
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We Struggle To Understand Heska’s Revenue
Disclosure Related To The scil And CVM Deals
Heska disclosed three drivers of 2020 revenue growth in North America, TriHeart, consumables, and OVP sales.
However, we believe the real reason was simply the new inclusion of scil’s Canada business in North America,
which we size at approximately $10 million and which the Company acknowledged was rolled into NA operations.
Analysis of Heska 2020 Revenue Disclosure

Heska Reported Revenue
Reported YoY Change

Heska Revenue Disclosure Analysis
2019
2020
Comments
$ 122.7 $ 197.3
A Includes scil revenue from 4/1/20 close onward
-4%
61%

scil and CVM Revenue Contribution in 2020
scil
CVM
Comparable 2020 Revenue
Comparable YoY Change

$ 68.2
$ 61.3
$
6.9
$ 129.1
5%

B
C
D
E

Comparable Dollar Revenue Increase in 2020

$

6.5

F Equals E - A (for 2019)

Heska North America Segment Revenue Increase
Heska International Segment Revenue Increase

$
$

15.6
59.0

G Disclosed in 2020 10-K page 45
H Disclosed in 2020 10-K page 46

scil and CVM Contribution to International Segment Revenue
Heska International Segment Revenue ex-scil/CVM

$
$

57.8
1.2

I Disclosed in 2020 10-K page 46
J Equals H - I

scil and CVM Revenue Contribution in 2020
scil and CVM Contribution to International Segment Revenue
Implied scil and CVM Contribution to North America Segment

$
$
$

68.2
57.8
10.4

Equals B
Equals I
K Equals B - I

Disclosed Drivers of North America Segment Revenue Increase
Tri-Heart Sales
POC Lab Consummables
OVP Sales
Sub-Total
POC Instruments Sales Increase
POC Imaging Sales Decrease
Other PVD Increase
Total

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

8.4
6.0
1.6
16.0
0.2
(1.0)
0.4
15.6

Source: Heska 2020 10-K

Disclosed in 2020 10-K page 41
Disclosed in 2020 10-K page 79
Equals B - C
Equals A - B

Disclosed in 2020 10-K page 45
L Tri-Heart does not have regulatory approval in Canada
11.2% growth referenced relates only to North America
North America only
Disclosed in 2020 10-K page 45
Disclosed in 2020 10-K page 45
Equals $8.844m less L

After adjusting for the scil
and CVM contributions,
Heska only grew 5% in 2020
Although Heska disclosure
suggests international
revenue excluding scil and
CVM grew $1.2 million, much
(and perhaps all) of this
contribution came from the
partial year effect of the
Optomed transaction.
Heska revenue disclosure
implies scil and CVM
contributed $10.4 million to
North America Segment
revenue. However, Heska
disclosure explaining the
rise in segment revenue fails
to mention any contribution
from acquisitions.
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We Are Not Impressed By The Lacuna Diagnostics
Acquisition
Lacuna Diagnostics is a Colorado company focused on digital cytology. That is, the Company maintains a pool of fulltime and contract veterinary clinical pathologists to review animal health tests (either blood diagnostics or imaging
results) generated by other vets in order to provide focused expertise or a second opinion. Heska acquired Lacuna in
January 2021 for $4.3 million plus a potential $2 million earnout.
We believe Lacuna Diagnostics is an insignificant player in the digital cytology market. The Company was organized
in 2016, incorporated in 2017, and garnered its first $25,000 in funding after winning Pet Project 2017. Beyond the
five co-founders, two of whom have left the Company, most employees joined in 2020.
Heska Lacuna Diagnostics Transaction Press Release

CEO Wilson’s Comments on the Lacuna Transaction
“The founders will be staying and growing that business with us, and we're just super excited to work with them....So we have
board-certified pathologists on the Lacuna team, and they're really the heart and soul of the business.” – JPMorgan
Conference, January 2021

Source: Heska 2020 10-K and deal announcement
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Lacuna Had Lost Three of Its “Founders” Before the
Acquisition
We question the value of an acquired asset when half the founders have left the Company and the Co-CEO
maintains his “day job” as a veterinarian.

January 2021 Heska JPMorgan Presentation

Lacuna Formation Documents and LinkedIn

?
Kept his day job as a vet
in case this whole
Heska-thing doesn’t
work out?

Source: Heska January 2021 JPMorgan Conference Presentation, LinkedIn, Colorado Secretary of State, Aspen Meadow website
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We Can’t Reconcile The True Number of
Pathologists, And The Number Has Declined >20%
We can’t reconcile Heska’s claim that Lacuna had “over 25” pathologists at the time of the acquisition, and by our
count there are only 20 today, a mere five months after the transaction. Moreover, nearly all of these pathologists
are merely contractors who currently work as vets or animal health researchers.
January 2021 Heska JPMorgan Presentation

21

Lacuna Website as of October 8, 2021

>25, and it’s now 20?

Source: Heska January 2021 JPMorgan Conference Presentation, Lacuna Diagnostics website, LinkedIn
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Lacuna Diagnostics Appears To Already Be Losing
To IDEXX Labs In Digital Cytology
Lacuna’s website currently lists 21 veterinary clinical pathologists, and a review of LinkedIn profiles suggests most
of those are contractors who have other veterinary, teaching, or research jobs. In contrast, industry heavyweight
IDEXX Labs lists at least 79 unique pathologists in their directory that is organized by field of expertise.
IDEXX Labs Website

Lacuna Diagnostics Website

Field
Anatomic
Clinical
Bone
Gastrointestinal
Dermatopathology
Eye
Lung
Liver
Neoplastic
Avian and Exotics
Equine

Number
With
Expertise
75
79
13
2
16
8
5
7
23
28
5

A Lacuna co-founder now works in digital
cytology at competitor IDEXX Labs

Note: Includes double-counting

IDEXX launched its digital cytology service in North America in February 2020 and has already ramped to over 3x the
size of Lacuna in number of pathologists. Also, Israeli company Scopio Labs is developing AI to read test results, has
78 employees, and has raised over $23 million. Reference lab leader Antech also offers digital cytology, promising
results within two hours 24/7/365. In short, we believe a standalone digital cytology provider such as Lacuna has no
sustainable competitive advantage, as the technology is relatively simple (transmitting a test image or result) and the
available pool of veterinary pathology expertise is large and fluid (Lacuna has lost two to IDEXX to date).
Source: Lacuna Diagnostics website, Idexx Labs website, LinkedIn, IDEXX Labs 2020 Proxy, Crunchbase
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We Believe Lacuna Diagnostics Provided Aggressive
Representations To Secure A PPP Loan During 2020
Based on our review of LinkedIn profiles and excluding employees located abroad (only 2 at the time), employees
who joined after June 2020, and contractors (we assume all pathologists except for those who specify they are fulltime, or 18 based on those currently listed), all parties not eligible to count as employees for PPP loans, we estimate
Lacuna had just 10 full-time employees in May 2020 when it applied for and received a $50,000 PPP loan. However,
on its PPP loan application, the Company said it had 60 employees. Even if we total every possible employee at the
time, including all pathologists, we still only get to 28 employees, less than half the number listed.
ProPublica PPP Loan Summary for Lacuna Diagnostics

Source: ProPublica
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Optomed: Another Deal That Doesn’t Add Up
We are troubled by two elements of the Optomed transaction. First, Optomed, is a distributor of products for
Samsung and Medtronic, which is inconsistent with Heska’s supposed shift to product innovation. Second, Optomed
has been a distributor of Cuattro products since 2007. Acquiring a distributor has long been acknowledged as a
financial red flag, and Spruce Point has a long history of identifying accounting issues related to such deals.
Heska Disclosure Regarding Optomed

Optomed Website (Translated From French)

On February 22, 2019, Heska acquired 70% of the equity
of Optomed, a French-based endoscopy company, in
exchange for approximately $0.2 million in cash and the
assumption of approximately $0.4 million in debt. On
October 5, 2020, the Company acquired the remaining
30% minority interest in Optomed for a purchase price
of $0.5 million, allowing the Company to assume full
control of the business operations.

Optomed co-founder Arnaud Duchene has already
left the Company. Optomed is another low quality
asset that is wholly inconsistent with Heska’s stated
strategy.

Source: Heska 2020 10-K, Optomed website, LinkedIn
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We Believe Heska Provided Inaccurate Guidance
On BiEssiA Margins
Recognizing IFRS reporting conventions can make comparisons difficult depending on the company reporting
convention, we believe Heska provided inflated guidance on BiEssiA margins. Consumables have gross margins
above the corporate average of 48%, but BiEssiA’s gross margins are as low as 28%.
Commentary on Q2 2021 Earnings Call Regarding BiEssiA
Steven Mah, Piper Sandler, asking
about the margin profile of recently
acquired BiEssiA
“And can you comment on the gross
margin of the reference lab space versus
Point of Care? And how should we think
about gross margins going forward?
Kevin Wilson, Heska CEO
“They tend to be in line with our
consumables, and perhaps maybe a little
bit additive....But you can think of them
roughly in line with our consumables
gross margin.”
Accounting for materials, services,
and use of assets, BiEssiA has 28%
gross margins.
BiEssiA has 1% operating margins.
Source: Registro Imprese and Bloomberg Transcript
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Biotech Labs: Heska Management Hypes A
Questionable Asset
On September 9th, Heska announced the acquisition of a majority stake in Biotech Laboratories from Biotech
Holdings USA. In the transaction press release, Heska lauded the deal as the Company’s long sought entry into the
market for rapid assay diagnostic tests. We believe the deal is all hype and limited substance.
Excerpts From Heska Press Release

Biotech Labs Spruce Point Assessment

“Biotech Laboratories U.S.A. LLC ("Biotech"), an leading
developer of rapid assay diagnostics testing”

Leading? The Company hasn’t issued a press release
since 2019, and no disclosed value suggests tiny size.

“the Company has acquired majority ownership… from
Biotech Holdings U.S.A. LLC”

If the market is so important and Biotech is such a great
asset, why not acquire control?

“Biotech is led by a team of scientists and industry
experts with over 100 collective years of [experience].”
“With today's acquisition of Biotech, we make a big step
forward in our Heska-owned global products line”

We can find only six current employees on LinkedIn,
and only two have a true scientific background.
Big step? Biotech’s operations are immaterial, even to
Heska.

“We have been working for years to enter the market with
a full-line of top quality, single-use rapid assay diagnostics.”

Years? This doesn’t say a lot for Heska if a 6-person
company with no disclosed funding did it.

“With Biotech's highly coveted pipeline, team, technology,
regulatory path, and manufacturing expertise…”

No patents. Hardly any team. Tiny manufacturing
operation. Doesn’t sound like a hot asset.

Source: Biotech Laboratories website and deal announcement
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We Believe Biotech Labs Only Has 6-8 Employees
Despite Heska raving about the Biotech Labs team, we could find only six employees on LinkedIn, and only two of
those have a recent, relevant scientific background. When we called the corporate phone number, only six
employees are listed in the directory, and that excludes two with LinkedIn profiles claiming current employment.
Biotech’s Twitter account has been suspended for violating Twitter Rules.
Biotech Labs Employees on LinkedIn
Chintamani Lamichhane, President and CSO (LinkedIn)
•

Founded Biotech Laboratories in September 2015 (Florida
entity formation document) while still at Zoetis but
LinkedIn profile claims January 2018 start of tenure?

Dana Collingwood, Quality Assurance (LinkedIn)
•

At Biotech Labs since October 2020

•

Quality control at Merck for 21 years, but at unrelated nonprofits since 2011

•

Lists home address in Company description rather than
corporate address?

Kevin Bloss, Business Development Manager (LinkedIn)

•

Former Chief Science Officer, Diagnostics at Zoetis
(2012-2016)

•

At Biotech Labs since January 2020

•

No previous experience listed

Terry Ruppenthal, Principal Scientist (LinkedIn)
•

At Biotech Labs since March 2016

•

Former Senior Scientist at Zoetis

Ronald Wan, Manufacturing Scientist (LinkedIn)
•

At Biotech Labs since September 2016

•

Former Manufacturing Technician at Meso Scale
Diagnostics

Sarah Brown, Associate Director, Operations (ZoomInfo)
•

Former Employees
•

Ladislav Juric, Former Contract European Sales and BD
leader (2018-2020)

•

Leigh Nogy, former Product Support Specialist (Jan-Nov
2018), now Head Brewer

•

Leslie Calderon, former Production Technician (Jul-Aug
2018, now Barista at Starbucks

•

Meunda Williams, former QC Temp (Mar-Aug 2019)

None

Source: LinkedIn and Twitter Page
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Why Did Heska Only Acquire A Majority Stake?
We find it strange that Heska only acquired a majority stake in Biotech Labs. If the company and market opportunity
are as promising as Heska claims, why not buy control? The answer may lie in Biotech Holdings USA, the selling
entity, which is owned by Adrian Alexandru, a retired New York veterinarian with over 50 corporate entities
registered in Florida, New York, and Nevada. An untraditional seller, to say the least, he seems to gotten the better
of Heska in the deal negotiations.
Biotech Labs Florida Annual Report

Source: Opencorporates, State of Florida Division of Corporations, State of Florida Division of Corporations

Biotech Holdings USA Florida Annual Report
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We Find No Evidence That Biotech Labs Has Issued
A Press Release Since 2019
Biotech Labs has virtually zero public presence that we can find. No press releases, product announcements, or
Facebook posts since 2019? This doesn’t look like the efforts of a global leader.

Biotech Labs Press Releases and Last Facebook Post

One of the few comments
received; that’s cold
Yvonne…

Not much going on…
Source: Biotech Laboratories website, Facebook

Not many followers after
four years
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Heska Fails To Disclose That Biotech Labs Is Not
Currently Licensed To Sell Its Products In The U.S.
Our research indicates that Biotech Labs has not received the requisite USDA licenses to sell its products in the
U.S. This is confirmed by the LinkedIn company description of one of its foreign distributors, Biotech Diagnostics,
Maryland-domiciled entity that raises additional questions.
Biotech Diagnostics LinkedIn Company Description

Biotech Labs Only Lists Two Reference Customers on Its Website, Both in Australia / New Zealand

Our research indicates international customers of Biotech Labs have experienced inconsistent results with the
Company’s rapid assay tests. Is this even surprising given the scale of the Company’s operations?
Source: LinkedIn, Biotech Laboratories website
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Key Distributor Biotech Diagnostics Is Currently
Managed By A Financial Advisor
Our review of corporate records and FINRA disclosures shows that Biotech Diagnostics, one of Biotech Labs’
distributors, is managed by Gaurav Ahuja. He is also a financial advisor. Disclosure on his FINRA form U-4 says he
spends 8 hours per month on Biotech Diagnostics.
Gaurav Ahuja’s Dual Professional Life
Ahuja’s BrokerCheck
Report contains five
“disclosure events” and
he filed for bankruptcy in
2011 in Maryland

8 hours per month isn’t much time to manage sales for a
“global leader”?

Director of Operations? Maryland corporate filings suggest he formed the entity.
Source: LinkedIn, LinkedIn, Gaurav Ahuja FINRA BrokerCheck Detailed Report, Maryland.gov, Case 11-16827 in United States Bankruptcy Court, District of Maryland (Greenbelt Division)"
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We Believe The Goodwill Heska Incurred With The
Cuattro Acquisition Is Likely Impaired
Although the primary Cuattro transactions were completed between 2013 and 2017, the Company’s original
disclosure related to goodwill considerations suggests a clear case of impairment. We find it unsurprising that the
promise of the Cuattro deals were not realized.
Cuattro Goodwill Disclosure in 2014 10-K

Spruce Point Observations

“The Company believes goodwill is a function of several factors. Cuattro
Vet USA had assembled a workforce highly knowledgeable in the
veterinary imaging area. These individuals had acquired the training
necessary to identify opportunities for the Cuattro Vet USA to sell
products, including training related to which components from existing
systems could be utilized within the Cuattro Vet USA's solution to
minimize the out-of-pocket cost to the customer. Cuattro Vet USA had
demonstrated an ability to combine disparate assets including but not
limited to digital radiography detectors, positioning aides such as tunnels
and tables, viewing computers and other accessories along with
embedded software and support, data hosting and other services to
provide customers with a simple, efficient and convenient experience in
utilizing advanced data imaging technology far in excess of what a typical
customer could have created individually with similar but separately
purchased assets and services. The Company anticipated bundling and
cross promotion programs, including potentially in one customer
contract, could enhance the revenue of both the Company and Cuattro
Vet USA following the Acquisition. The ability of Cuattro Vet USA to
generate estimated future cash flows due to these factors supports the
goodwill calculated at the closing of the Acquisition and the current
carrying value of the goodwill on the Company's consolidated balance
sheets…Cuattro Vet USA was subsequently renamed Heska Imaging
US, LLC ("Heska Imaging")…Shawna M. Wilson, Clint Roth, DVM,
Steven M. Asakowicz, Rodney A. Lippincott, Kevin S. Wilson and
Cuattro, LLC own approximately 29.75%, 8.39%, 4.09%, 3.07%, 0.05%
and 0.05% of Heska Imaging, respectively.

What was Cuattro? – A reseller that knew how to
integrate equipment from multiple disparate suppliers
into a low-cost imaging solution pieced together with
its own software. Our discussions with domestic
imaging equipment distributors indicates that such
solutions sacrifice warranty coverage, ease of upgrade,
and functionality for lower costs.

Source: Heska 2014 10-K

Did Heska ever succeed in offering bundled solutions?
– We believe the answer is no, as contract structures
for imaging and blood diagnostics are different
(equipment vs consumables).
Estimated future cash flows? – Heska had a poor track
record of cash flow generation after this deal, and
imaging has been a no-growth business.
Current “future” prospects? – Management said at their
2020 analyst day they expect “modest” future growth.
Key employees? – Both left Heska in early 2020.
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We Identified Several Disclosure
Issues in Heska’s Financial Reporting

We Believe Heska’s Financial Disclosures Fail To
Provide Important Details For Investors
Heska fails to provide adequate financial disclosure to allow investors to properly assess business performance. We
find that most of the omissions are provided by sector leader IDEXX Labs, suggesting Heska is not conforming to
industry norms. Moreover, some Heska disclosures are simply wrong or inconsistent.
Review of Heska Financial Disclosure Practices
Category
Revenue
Organic Growth

Heska

IDEXX

Commentary

No

Yes

Deal Type Mix

No

No

Pricing

No

Yes

Machine Placements

No

Yes

FX Impact

No

Yes

Heska does not provide investors with a calculation of organic revenue growth; in fact, they represent
inorganic as organic
Heska does not provide any disclosure regarding instrument revenue mix by machine sales, sales leases,
or repairs, so investors cannot determine how much of their placements are free or steeply discounted
Heska does not provide any disclosure regarding product rebates, so investors cannot gauge promotional
activity
Heska does not disclose the number of machines placed at customers, so investors cannot assess sales
volumes, customer penetration, average pricing, or consumables leverage
Heska does not disclose FX impacts despite international revenues accounting for 38% of 1H 2021 revenue

Expenses
Gross Margin by Product

No

No

FX Impact on Gross Profit

No

Yes

Heska does not provide gross margin disclosure for equipment, consumables, and manufacturing, which
have vastly different margin and/or operational profiles
Heska does not disclose FX impacts despite international revenues accounting for 38% of 1H 2021 revenue

Operating Expenses by Segment

No

Yes

Heska does not provide an operating expense breakdown by reporting segment

Other
Market Commentary

No

Yes

Heska provides very little market color, either on its earnings calls or in its financial reports; by contrast,
IDEXX provides in-depth analysis of vet demand and equipment usage trends
Heska's subscription data contains numerous errors, inconsistencies, misleading disclosures, and
omissions, and the data points provided has varied over time

Subscription Data

Source: Heska SEC filings

Yes, but

No
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We Believe Heska’s Reduced Disclosure Around
Corporate Accounts Signals Potential Disruptions
In late 2018 and early 2019, Heska provided significant detailed disclosure regarding its corporate accounts.
However, the Company now rarely mentions either corporate accounts generally or any of these customers.
We believe Heska’s silence is deafening. Given financial struggles and changes in ownership, we suspect Heska
may be at risk of being displaced.
Heska Corporate Customer Disclosure in Q4 2018 Earnings Press Release

VitalPet: Was acquired out of bankruptcy by Destination Pet in March 2020. We suspect VitalPet sought out Heska for
its willingness to cut price.
PVCC (PetVet): Was acquired by KKR from Ontario Teachers’ Pension Plan, L Catterton, and other existing
shareholders in December 2017. Heska was selected by PVCC in October 2017. We called several dozen PetVet
practices, and none of them used Heska.
Pathway: Was acquired by TSG Consumer Partners from Morgan Stanley Capital Partners in April 2020.
Ethos: Was recapitalized by Brown Brothers Harriman in January 2019 and acquired by National Veterinary Associates
in August 2021. We believe this could put current Heska customers at risk.
Source: VitalPet press release, PetVet press release, Pathway press release, Ethos recap press release, Ethos deal article
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How Can A Public Company CEO Be So Imprecise
With Its Key Metrics?
Reading transcripts of Wilson’s conference presentations, we often wonder if he is even trying to keep the most
basic facts straight. We are continually surprised at his poor grasp of his own company’s key metrics and the
inconsistency with which it describes its business.
Recent Wilson Comments on Heska Customer Growth
Barclays Conference
March 2021
Stifel Conference
June 2021

“So we've gone from roughly 2,500 at the start of the plan, 2,000, right in that range, to -- we're
somewhere in the order of 7,000 to 8,000 total when we combine what we've done international expansion
and also growth in the North America markets.”
“And so, that's where we've been able to go from hundreds of customers in 2013 to 7,000, 8,000, 9,000
customers today.”

So which is it? There is a material difference between 7,000 and 9,000 customers.
Recent Wilson Comments on Heska Equipment Placements
Barclays Conference
March 2021

“And so in the first year when you place brand new analyzer platforms, you -- you're getting the benefit
of the revenue placement, but it actually dampens gross margin in year one, because you haven't gotten
the consumables going yet, but in months one after that initial placement, you start to get those
consumables.”

BAML Conference
February 2021

“So our subscriptions model generally runs on a six-year term, we tend to place analyzers in which we
continue to own and to service and we service the customers needs and we've had very good growth
almost 30% compound annual growth since 2015 and we are really excited.”

Shouldn’t Heska disclose more about whether, when, and how often it derives revenue from a placement?
Source: Bloomberg Transcripts
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We Believe Investors Should Be Concerned by
Inconsistent Disclosure Regarding Tri-Heart
Tri-Heart is a heartworm medication manufactured by Heska in its Des Moines, IA facility for Merck Animal Health.
Heska’s Tri-Heart revenue declined 90% in 2019. In the Company’s 2019 10-K, Heska stated that the decline
resulted from Merck’s failure to market the product and, thus, reduced customer demand. Importantly, Heska notes
that the Company recognizes OVP revenue upon shipment or acceptance by the customer and generally does not
allow returns.
Excerpts From Heska 2019 10-K Regarding Tri-Heart Revenue
“Of our annual revenue, heartworm produced primarily for private-label accounted for approximately $1.7 million in 2019 and $16.8 million in both 2018
and 2017, respectively. The decrease in Other CCA revenue in 2019 was driven primarily by a $14.9 million decrease from contract manufactured
heartworm preventive, Tri-Heart, as a result of reduced customer demand.”
“We are party to an agreement with Merck Animal Health, which grants Merck Animal Health exclusive distribution and marketing rights for our canine
heartworm preventive product, TRI-HEART Plus Chewable Tablets, ultimately sold to or through veterinarians in the United States. In 2019, Merck failed
to market, sell and support our heartworm preventive product, which resulted in depressed OVP segment annual revenue.”

“Depressed”? That is quite an understatement given the $15 million decline represented 12% of reported revenue in
2019. And why does discussion of Tri-Heart reference its inclusion in different reported segments?
Excerpts From Heska 2019 10-K Regarding Revenue Recognition and Returns Policies
“We generate revenue within our OVP segment through contract manufacturing agreements with customers. The timing of revenue recognition of our
customer contracts are generally recognized upon shipment or acceptance by our customer, under the same guidelines noted above for other
outright product sales”
“For outright sales of products, revenue is recognized when control of the promised product or service is transferred to our customers… Heska’s principal
terms of sale are FOB Shipping Point, or equivalent, and, as such, we primarily transfer control and record revenue for product sales upon shipment.”
“We do not generally allow return of products or instruments.”
Source: Heska 2019 10-K
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Heska Disclosed To The EPA (But Not To Investors)
A Large Customer Return That Resulted In A Massive
Mercury Disposal
However, in Heska’s Toxic Chemical Release Inventory Report for 2019 filed with the EPA, the Company disclosed
that it had to dispose 12,456 pounds of mercury due to a large amount of “returned” product from a customer. This
seems inconsistent with Heska’s claims of not allowing product returns. Furthermore, why didn’t Heska report any
asset write down related to this product return (and hazardous chemical disposal)?
Excerpts From Heska 2019 TRI Report Filed with the EPA

Heska fails to provide any financial disclosure related to this event, which seems inconsistent with the Company’s
stated revenue recognition and returns policies. If it recognizes revenue upon shipment, how come we never heard
about a subsequent reversal (as opposed to decreased demand). And why was the return allowed if the Company
doesn’t allow returns?
Source: Heska 2019 TRI Report
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While Not A Violation, Heska’s Mercury Release
Was Large In Its Scale
Heska’s release of mercury was of large magnitude. We believe the cost to transport and dispose of this large
amount of mercury could have been approximately $500,000.

Excerpts From EPA Facility Comparison Report for Mercury, 2019 (Sorted by Total Pounds)

Heska’s release of mercury in
2019 represented 10% of the
total mercury released by US
chemical facilities over the
past 7 years.

Source: EPA Facility Comparison Report for TRI Facilities Meeting Selected Criteria: Chemicals, Mercury, 2019c
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Does Heska Have An Issue With Covetrus Accounts
Receivable?
Heska DSOs related to Covetrus are both higher than for other customers/distributors and have deteriorated at a
faster pace, but Heska has not provided any disclosure specifically related to Covetrus risks.

Heska DSO Analysis
2019
$122.7
14%
$17.2
$105.5

2020
$197.3
6%
$11.8
$185.5

Heska Accounts Receivable
Covetrus Percent
Covetrus A/R
Covetrus A/R / Revenue
Covetrus DSO
YoY Change

$15.2
19%
$2.9
17%
61

$31.1
9%
$2.8
24%
86
41%

Non-Covetrus Percent
Non-Covetrus A/R
Non-Covetrus A/R / Revenue
Non-Covetrus DSO
YoY Change

81%
$12.3
12%
42

91%
$28.3
15%
56
31%

$ in mm
Heska Revenue
Covetrus Percent
Covetrus Revenue
Non-Covetrus Revenue

Source: Heska 2020 10-K

2018
$127.4
15%
$19.1
$108.3
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We Find The Confluence of Events In Early 2020
Troubling
We find it troubling that so many material changes occurred to Heska’s finance organization, financial reporting, and
auditor over the short span of four months in 2020. And these events occurred only seven months into the tenure of
CFO Grassman, which followed a 1.5 year period during which Heska didn’t have a CFO.
Heska Financial Changes in Early 2020

•

Jan 8, 2020: Announces acquisition of CVM Companies

•

January 14, 2020: Heska announced the acquisition of scil animal care, a European distributor,
representing its largest deal in its history

•

January 20, 2020: Chief Strategy Officer and former COO and CFO Jason Napolitano resigns after
approximately 18 years with the Company

•

April 1, 2020: Effective with the close of the scil acquisition, Heska changes its segment reporting

•

April 22, 2020: Change of leadership team

•

May 21, 2020: Heska’s Board approved the dismissal of Plante & Moran as the Company’s auditor and
appointed Grant Thornton
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Heska’s Former Audit Partner Has A
Concerning Past
Heska’s audit partner, Brad Richard McQueen, has only served as audit partner for one other recent public
company according to the PCAOB website. That company is MusclePharm Corp (OTC: MSLP), a once high-flying
microcap company charged by the SEC for a series of accounting and disclosure violations.
PCAOB Website For Heska and Brad Richard McQueen

Source: PCAOB website, SEC press release dated 9/8/15, LinkedIn
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Heska’s CEO Has A History of
Related-Party Transactions And A
Weak Supporting Cast

Heska CEO Wilson Has A Gift For Words
In our opinion, Heska’s CEO Wilson does not inspire confidence.

CEO Wilson Comments on Business, Truth, and the Mysteries of Mathematics

Spruce Point Opinion

Q3 2020
Earnings Call

“So, I've never been a huge believer in scaling things that aren't profitable.”

Mission accomplished!

Investor Day
November
2020

“So how will we set about doing the work? Well, first, let's start with our leadership. The
best leadership begins with the truth about, among other things, yourself, those around
you, your capabilities and deficiencies, your probabilities, your current state and your end
state, the knowns and the unknowns and the steps you'll need to take to bridge the gaps.
Having told the truth, we can make decisions, move more confidently and behave
properly.”

Comical reference to
telling the truth given
Wilson’s frequent
exaggerations

Investor Day
November
2020

“It was often noted that Heska didn't make what we sold and didn't sell what we made.”

Truer words have never
been spoken

Q1 2021
Earnings Call

“Yes. So I think it’s kind of a numerator/denominator thing. And so when you get a step-up
and the denominator changes and then you continue to grow. So, simple math. Let’s say
the step-up is a 10% step-up, and then you continue on 10% growth on top of something
that’s 10% now better, you pick up an extra point and now you’re 11% better. I think that’s
basically how it’s going to work for the entire industry. The fact is there are just millions of
more pets.”

Math wizard!

“So the hardest thing in our market to do is to develop analyzers, design, develop and
make them more -- bring them to life.”

Good thing Heska has
FUJIFILM and Mindray
to do it for them

Barclays
Conference
March 2021

Source: Bloomberg Transcripts
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Heska And CEO Kevin Wilson: A History of Conflicts
of Interest
Founded as Paravax in 1988, Heska focused on animal vaccines for its first 25 years in existence. In 2013, Heska acquired a
55% stake in Cuattro Veterinary USA, LLC, one of several entities owned by Cuattro, LLC, a company 100% owned by
current Heska CEO Kevin Wilson. The history of transactions related to Cuattro is “old news” at this point, but we believe it is
important to understand in order to appreciate the history of conflicts and self-dealing at Heska.
Cuattro, LLC Structure
Cuattro, LLC

Cuattro Software, LLC

Cuattro Medical, LLC

Cuattro Veterinary, LLC

Cuattro Veterinary US,
LLC

History of Heska / Cuattro Transactions
•

February 2013: Heska acquired a 54.6% stake in Cuattro Veterinary US, LLC for $7.6 million; the transaction included
supply and master license agreements with Cuattro, LLC, an operating agreement covering entity governance and a
complex put/call structure related to future ownership transactions; Wilson named Heska President and COO

•

May 2016: Heska acquired Cuattro Veterinary, LLC (“Cuattro International”) for $6.3 million (plus the assumption of $1.5
million of debt)

•

May 2017: Heska acquired the remaining 45.4% of Cuattro Veterinary US, LLC upon the exercise of the minority holder put
option for $13.8 million

•

November 2018: Heska acquired certain software assets from Cuattro, LLC for $8.2 million and terminated the previous
license and supply agreements

Source: Heska 2016 10-K, Heska 8-K filed 2/24/13, Heska 8-K filed 11/26/18, Heska 2017 10-K
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The Cuattro Relationship And Deals Were Clear
Violations of Heska’s Code of Ethics For Officers
Published in 2014
Heska’s Code of Ethics for its senior executives was not adhered to. The policy was published in September 2014,
during which time CEO Wilson and his owned entities had a direct relationship with the entity acquired by Heska,
resulting in a raft of conflicts of interest and dubious financial transactions between the various entities.
Heska Code of Ethics For Senior Executive and Financial Officers Dated September 2014
Conflicts of Interest
It is Heska’s policy that you should avoid transactions, commitments, and other activities which are not in Heska’s best interest or which could involve an
actual conflict, or the appearance of a conflict, between your interests and those of Heska.
A conflict of interest exists when your loyalties are divided between Heska’s interests and your own interests, those of your family, or those of a customer,
supplier or competitor. You are expected to avoid both the fact and appearance of conflicts of interest.
The prohibition against acting in a dual capacity in transacting Heska business, and from acquiring interests adverse to Heska, is applicable irrespective of
your intentions and without regard to whether the action caused, or has the potential to cause, injury to Heska.

Heska 2017 10-K Disclosure Regarding Cuattro Related Party Transactions

Source: Heska Code of Ethics for Senior Executive and Financial Officers, Heska 2017 10-K
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The Cuattro Arrangement Was Highly Questionable, And
The 2018 Transaction Raises Red Flags
After five years and millions of dollars of payments from Heska back to Cuattro, LLC (and into Wilson’s pockets), the
2018 asset purchase was meant to address Wilson’s conflicts of interest. However, that transaction and Wilson’s
continuing involvement with Cuattro, LLC only raise more questions.
Heska 2018 Asset Transaction Press Release

Heska’s Board patted itself on the back for eliminating clear conflicts of interest related to its CEO. Should it have been
so self-congratulatory given (1) it allowed the situation to persist for five years, (2) the value and timing of the
transaction are suspect, and (3) it didn’t actually eliminate all the conflicts related to Wilson and Cuattro?
In Heska’s 2016 10-K, the Company states:
“Our digital radiography products are supplied under a contract with Cuattro, LLC, which typically buys its hardware products
and components from third parties.”
Thus, under the arrangement, Heska was essentially re-distributing a white-label product manufactured by a third party
other than Cuattro. Based on Heska’s current risk factor disclosure, its current re-sale arrangements are
non-exclusive. Therefore, why didn’t Heska simply source product from Cuattro’s suppliers?
Source: Heska press release dated 11/30/18, Heska 2016 10-K
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Despite the 2018 Transaction, Wilson Remains
Conflicted
CEO Wilson continues to spend a portion of his time managing his Cuattro businesses. We are puzzled why Heska
shareholders allow this distraction to persist when the Company is supposedly taking on a dominant incumbent
(IDEXX), developing and launching new products, and expanding internationally?
Risk Factor in Heska 2020 10-K

Excerpt From CEO Wilson’s New Employment Contract in Heska 8-K Filed 6/10/21

Heska’s Board had the opportunity to more clearly and directly address CEO Wilson’s conflicts of interest as part of
the recent negotiation of his new employment agreement dated 6/8/21. However, not only have they allowed the
Cuattro distraction to persist, but new the agreement may be less restrictive (depending on “full time” versus “all
efforts”) than the related terms in his 2014 employment agreement when he was first named CEO of the Company.
Excerpt From 3/26/14 8-K Describing CEO Wilson’s 2014 Employment Contract

Let’s be honest; Wilson is no Elon Musk or Jack Dorsey. And who is charged with policing his actual time allocation?
Source: Heska 2020 10-K, Heska 8-K filed 6/10/21, Heska 8-K filed 3/26/14
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Surely This Further Dilution of CEO Wilson’s Time Is
Benefitting Society And Not Just A Year-End Tax Play
CEO Wilson formed the Cuattro Foundation on 12/27/18, about a month after the November 2018 transaction with
Heska. Given Wilson’s history of related party transactions (read the Heska proxy related to the Cuattro Veterinary
deal), we would love to review the foundation’s activities, but it hasn’t filed a Form 990 (as required) since 2018.
Excerpts From Heska 13D/A Filed 4/29/19 and Cuattro Foundation Form 990 Filed December 2018

We note the Cuattro Foundation was no longer
listed as a beneficial owner of Heska shares in the
Company’s 2021 Proxy. There is no record of Form
990 annual filings for the Cuattro Foundation since
the initial 2018 report on the IRS website.

Source: Cuattro Foundation Form 990 filed December 2018, Heska 13D/A filed 4/29/19, Heska 2021 Proxy
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In Normal Times, Does Wilson Commute 5-6 Hours
A Day or Just Come To The Office Occasionally?
As stated, we have concerns about Wilson’s level of engagement with Heska. Therefore, we were surprised to find
that he lives 2.5 - 3 hours from Heska’s headquarters. While the pandemic has obviously resulted in more remote
work, this situation persisted for years prior to it.
CEO Wilson’s “Commute” to Heska’s Headquarters

Source: Heska Schedule 13D/A filed 4/29/2019, Google maps
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We Believe The Terms of CEO Wilson’s New
Employment Agreement Are Egregious
CEO Wilson received a 67% salary raise for 2021, to $1 million, as well as a number of perks, all of which seem
excessive given Heska’s historical financial performance, size, and location. Moreover, Wilson received options
valued at $6.9 million and restricted stock valued at $36.5 million based on the previous day’s closing price. The
total grant of $43.4 million is 1.5 times more than the total net income generated by Heska in the eight years since
Wilson joined the Company.
Wilson New Stock Compensation Relative to Heska Historical Performance Since 2013

Net Income Attributable to Heska
Cash Flow From Operations
EBITDA

FY2013

FY2014

FY2015

FY2016

FY2017

FY2018

FY2019

FY2020

8-Year
Total

($1.2)
($1.4)
$1.5

$2.6
$5.6
$8.3

$5.2
$2.1
$15.0

$10.5
$5.9
$23.4

$10.0
$10.4
$25.7

$5.8
$13.3
$13.6

($1.5)
$3.3
$10.2

($14.4)
($0.7)
$12.7

$17.1
$38.5
$110.4

CEO Salary Benchmarking Versus Peers

Company
Heska @ New Salary
Heska
IDEXX Labs
Catalent
Elanco
Covetrus
Zoetis
Average Excluding Heska

2020
Base
Salary
$1,000,000
$600,000
$850,000
$1,050,000
$1,025,000
$1,000,000
$1,100,000

LTM
Revenue ($M)
$246.4
$246.4
$2,858.0
$3,757.4
$3,857.6
$4,375.0
$7,012.0

Salary /
LTM
Revenue
0.41%
0.24%
0.03%
0.03%
0.03%
0.02%
0.02%
0.02%

Wilson
Stock
Grant
$43.3
$43.3
$43.3

Percent of
Metric
253%
113%
39%

Seriously? A car and communications stipend for a guy
who makes $1 million per year?
A minimum annual cash bonus of 50% of base salary?
Also, a 20% stock appreciation hurdle for option
vesting? Seems like a pretty low bar.
Wilson’s new $1 million base salary will pay him on par
with CEOs who manage companies 10-30x larger.

Source: Heska 8-K dated 6/10/21, IDEXX 2021 Proxy, Catalent 2021 Proxy, Elanco 2021 Proxy, Covetrus 2021 Proxy, Zoetis 2021 Proxy, Heska SEC filings
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Looks Like Wilson Has Big Plans
Wilson formed an LLC in Colorado in January 2021. Based on the stereotypical name and the registering agent’s
expertise in luxury vessels (yachts, jets and vintage car taxation), it looks like he has plans for his newfound
resources.
Boarding School LLC

Source: Colorado Secretary of State website, Wenthur Law Group website
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We Are Uncomfortable With The Undisclosed
Employment Relationship Between Wilson’s Family And
Stock Promoter Piper Sandler
The Cuattro Foundation 2018 Form 990 lists Christian and Collin Wilson as trustees. These are CEO Wilson’s sons who both
work in investment banking in the healthcare/life sciences banking practice at Piper Sandler. Piper Sandler, which has a $305
per share price target (2nd highest price target to Alliance Global’s $310/sh), received fees from Heska for underwriting
services. We believe this compromises the objectivity of Piper’s stock price and rating and believe it should be suspended.

Both of CEO Wilson’s Sons Work at Piper Sandler

We are surprised Piper Sandler would engage in such
practices given the well-publicized scandals related to
the hiring of relatives of clients by other investment
banks such as Credit Suisse and JPMorgan.

Piper Sandler: Underwriter and Research Promoter

No mention of employing
relatives of the CEO in
other areas of the firm

Source: Cuattro Foundation Form 990, Heska 13D/A filed 4/29/19, LinkedIn, LinkedIn, Heska 424b filed 3/4/21, Heska press release dated 9/12/19, Piper Sandler equity research
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Thanks Bro…
CEO Wilson’s brother, Doug, is a Heska employee. On top of the inherent conflict, we believe his compensation is
far above market for his total and employment location. And despite this compensation, does he also split time
between Heska and Cuattro?
Doug Wilson Excerpt From Heska 2021 Proxy

$180,000 (plus a $40,000 bonus) for a Director of Creative Marketing in Loveland, CO?

Also splitting time?

Source: Salary data as of 9/30/21. Heska 2021 Proxy, Builtincolorado, Payscale.com, Glassdoor, Salary.com, LinkedIn, and Builtincolorado, LinkedIn
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And Also Importantly, Just What is Cuattro Today?
The best we can tell, Cuattro remains an extremely niche radiography supplier, but we see several red flags,
including: (1) lack of recent press releases, (2) conflicting supplier statements, (3) only 14 employees, and (4)
questionable medical endorsements.
Most Recent Press Release: July 2019

Cuattro Took $500K in PPP Loans for 14 Employees

First Website Doctor Endorsement We Investigated
Raised Concerns

Cuattro claims to be a leading US distributor of
radiography equipment for South Korea’s Vieworks.
However, when we called several Vieworks dealers, they
claimed Cuattro is an insignificant player.
Dr. Poelstra was sanctioned by the Florida Board of Medicine
for a surgical error before moving to California. He has since
moved again to Nevada. He has a long history of earning
>$100,000/year for endorsements.
Source: Cuattro website, Propublica, Florida Board of Medicine
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Heska’s Chairman Hasn’t Disclosed New Positions
That Could Potentially Lead To Conflicts of Interest
Heska Chairman Scott Humphrey’s biography says he is a retired executive. It fails to disclose he is a Senior Advisor
for a Canadian M&A called advisory firm called Clariti Advisors and a U.S. advisory firm called Sun Acquisitions,
creating the potential for future conflicts of interest, as well as a director of two other private companies.
Scott Humphrey Bio in Heska Proxy Filed 3/25/21

Scott Humphrey’s LinkedIn and Clariti Advisors Bios

What does this mean?
Source: Heska 2021 proxy, LinkedIn, Clariti Advisors bio, Sun Acquisitions bio
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Heska Director Sveen Has A Charity With A
Not So Clearly Independent Administrator
David Sveen founded and runs a consulting firm named Cedarstone that provides services to non-profits. He is also a
trustee and President of the Domanada Foundation, which has paid Cedarstone approximately $420,000 each year
from 2016 through 2019. In fact, the two organizations even share an address. Yet, it is listed on the form as
“independent” – how is this so?
David Sveen Bio in Heska Proxy Filed 3/25/21

Excerpts From Domanada Foundation 2019 Form 990

How are they “independent” with
the same address and individual?

According to Charity Navigator, a common rule of thumb in assessing charities is that the organization should spend
25% or less of its budget (expenses plus donations/grants) on total administration expenses. In total from 2016
through 2019, Domanada spent 49.4% of its budget on expenses and 26.5% of its budget on Cedarstone alone.
Source: Heska 2021 proxy, Domanada Foundation Form 990s for 2019, 2018, 2017, and 2016
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CFO Grassman Has A Disciplinary Record And Has
Reported Financial Errors With Heska
CFO Grassman worked at PricewaterhouseCoopers for almost three years without having an active Colorado state
CPA license. In addition, Heska was unable to properly calculate the interest expense resulting from their
convertible notes. We question the conclusion of “immateriality” for a Company with minimal profitability. We note
that Grassman worked at PwC for 15 years without making Partner. We also note that Grassman was appointed
VP and CAO in December 2017 upon the departure of the previous CFO but was not named CFO until almost 1.5
years later. How can the Board allow Heska to operate without a CFO for that long, unless they had concerns?
Was Disciplined by the Colorado State Board of
Accountancy for Practicing as a CPA in Colorado for
almost three years Without Having a State License
(Case No. 2005-004562)

Source: Colorado State Board of Accountancy Case No. 2005-0044562, Heska 2020 10-K

Was Unable to Properly Calculate Interest Expense
After Doing a Convertible Note Offering; We Suggest
Companies Not Do Structured Products if They Don’t
Understand Them
“During the fourth fiscal quarter of 2020, the Company recorded an
out-of-period adjustment that impacted the Consolidated Balance
Sheets, Consolidated Statements of (Loss) Income and Consolidated
Statements of Comprehensive (Loss) Income. The adjustment related
to an error in the calculation of non-cash interest expense relating to
the Company's Notes. This error resulted in an overstatement of noncash interest expense of $0.7 million in 2019, $0.6 million in each of
the first and second fiscal quarters of 2020 and $0.5 million in the third
fiscal quarter of 2020. The error also resulted in an overstatement of
Convertible Notes, net, and Deferred Tax Liability of $0.7 million and
$0.2 million, respectively as of December 31, 2019; $1.4 million and
$0.3 million, respectively, as of March 31, 2020; $2.0 million and $0.4
million, respectively, as of June 30, 2020; and $2.5 million and $0.6
million, respectively, as of September 30, 2020. The Company
assessed the materiality of these errors on the previously issued
interim and annual financial statements in accordance with SEC Staff
Accounting Bulletin No. 99 and No. 108. The Company concluded that
the errors were not material to any of the previously issued
consolidated financial statements and the impact of correcting these
errors in the year ended December 31, 2020 is not material to the
consolidated financial statements.”
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At Least One Heska Employee Not A Fan of
Company Financial Management
Although this represents but one voice, it isn’t very encouraging, especially when it comes from someone who
claims to managing accounting compliance under Sarbanes-Oxley that mandates certain practices in financial
record keeping and reporting for corporations.

Source: Glassdoor
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Why Have Lawyers With No Prior Industry Operating
Experience Been Given Key Operating Roles At Heska?
We are surprised that two lawyers without any documented prior animal health industry operating or domain
expertise have recently been promoted to key operating roles.

Issues Identified Concerning Heska Management
Christopher Sveen
EVP, CAO, General Counsel
and President of Diamond
Animal Health

•
•

The son of Heska Board Director David Sveen (disclosed but still a conflict)
The President of Diamond Animal Health, Heska’s pharmaceutical manufacturing
operation in Des Moines, IA despite his background as a private banker

We believe it’s a big jump for Sveen to go from
being an private banking associate to being the
EVP, CAO and GC of an animal health company

Eleanor Baker
EVP, Managing Director of scil

Source: Heska 2020 10-K, FINRA

•

Another lawyer given managerial responsibility, in this case for 40% of Heska
revenues, at a key time (during post-deal integration)
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Insiders Have A Propensity To Sell Stock
CEO Wilson has sold almost $18 million of Heska stock over the past eight years. Notably, Wilson was a seller at
price levels materially lower than where the stock trades today. The CFO has also recently sold 5,000 shares
above $260 per share in August 2021.
Long History of Heska Insider Sales

Employees aren’t buyers either:
“Under the 2020 Employee Stock Purchase Plan (the "ESPP"), we are authorized to issue up to 200,000 shares of common
stock to our employees, of which 3,859 had been issued as of December 31, 2020”
Source: Bloomberg, Wallmine, Heska 2021 Proxy, CFO Form 4
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Heska’s Valuation Is Irrational:
Our Normalized Analysis Suggests
50% - 60% Downside Risk

Heska Currently Trades At 9x 2022E Revenues, Giving It
A Valuation Exceeding That of Many SaaS Companies
Heska’s market cap has ballooned to approximately $2.8 billion following the stock’s recent run. We find it troubling
that an equipment distributor, regardless of how hot the end market is, is trading in line with leading technology
companies and SaaS companies with real subscription business models.

Heska Valuation Summary
($ in millions except per share figures)
Stock Price (as of 10/22/21)
Shares Outstanding (1)
Dilutive Shares (2)
Fully Diluted Shares Out.
Market Capitalization
Less: Cash
Plus: Debt
Enterprise Value

$228.86
10.6
1.6
12.3
$2,811
($245)
$86
$2,652

Revenue
Adj. EBITDA
Non-GAAP EPS
YoY Growth
Revenue
Adj. EBITDA
EV / Revenue
EV / Adj. EBITDA
P/E

2018
$127.4
$13.6
$1.64

2019
$122.7
$10.2
$0.37

2020
$197.3
$12.7
$0.74

-1%
-47%

-4%
-25%

61%
24%

20.8x
194.7x
139.2x

21.6x
259.7x
613.2x

13.4x
209.1x
311.0x

LTM
$246.4
$20.3
$0.23

10.8x
130.6x
995.0x

2021E
$259.0
$25.7
$1.29

2022E
$286.2
$34.2
$2.31

31%
103%

11%
33%

10.2x
103.2x
177.4x

9.3x
77.5x
99.1x

Notes
(1) Cover of 10-Q filed 8/4/21
(2) Includes 0.464m options outstanding at $57.18 average exercise price, 0.292m RSUs, and the 0.996m shares underlying
the 3.75% Convertible Notes Due 2026 with $86.63 conversion price
Estimates from Bloomberg consensus as of 10/22/21

Source: Bloomberg
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Heska’s Trading Multiples Do Not Align With Its
Financial Metrics
Heska is trading at a material premium to some of the most innovative diagnostic equipment companies despite
having a margin profile closer to distributors. We believe that the 2020-2022 revenue CAGR is inaccurate by
Bloomberg and many analysts. The scil transaction closed on 4/1/2020. Therefore, grossing up scil’s revenue
contribution in 2020, $61.3 million per the 2020 10-K, results in pro forma 2020 revenue of $218 million. Thus, the
actual 2020-2022 consensus revenue CAGR is 14.7%. Heska is NOT expected to outgrow IDEXX.
Stock
Price
10/22/2021

Ent.
Value

$651.85
$157.97
$364.49
$753.58
$176.38
$73.61
$53.99
$78.34
$41.09
Median

$56,132
$49,437
$23,395
$21,378
$24,229
$20,973
$13,386
$11,968
$4,016
$21,378

59%
54%
58%
57%
58%
69%
65%
49%
46%
58%

33%
28%
35%
26%
39%
55%
36%
22%
21%
33%

$208.51
$33.90
$447.83
$169.83
Median

$102,509
$21,552
$3,719
$2,012
$12,636

69%
53%
66%
NA
66%

Pharm aceutical Manufacturing
Catalent Inc

$79.89
$31.87
$20.19
$36.07
$24.61
$27.05
Median

$13,350
$3,678
$3,642
$3,832
$1,186
$439
$3,660

$132.73

Heska Corp

$228.86

Com pany
Diagnostic / Analytical Equipm ent
IDEXX Laboratories Inc
Agilent Technologies Inc
Waters Corp
Bio-Rad Laboratories Inc
PerkinElmer Inc
Hologic Inc
QIAGEN NV
Bruker Corp
Neogen Corp
Anim al Health Pharm aceuticals
Zoetis Inc
Elanco Animal Health Inc
Virbac SA
Vetoquinol SA
Anim al / General Health Distribution
Henry Schein Inc
Patterson Cos Inc
Covetrus Inc
Ow ens & Minor Inc
PetIQ Inc
PetMed Express Inc

Source: Bloomberg

LTM Margins
Gross
EBITDA

2020-22E
Revenue
CAGR

EV / Revenue
2021E
2022E

EV / EBITDA
2021E
2022E

15%
12%
11%
6%
3%
-7%
4%
12%
11%
11%

17.6x
7.7x
8.5x
7.5x
5.2x
4.4x
6.2x
5.1x
8.0x
7.5x

15.8x
7.3x
8.0x
7.5x
6.0x
5.4x
6.7x
4.8x
7.4x
7.3x

54.8x
26.6x
24.8x
33.0x
15.5x
9.9x
16.0x
24.0x
38.9x
24.8x

48.9x
25.9x
23.4x
32.7x
22.6x
15.2x
18.5x
22.0x
34.8x
23.4x

44%
24%
18%
19%
22%

12%
22%
11%
15%
13%

13.3x
4.6x
3.0x
3.3x
3.9x

12.3x
4.4x
2.8x
3.1x
3.8x

31.1x
20.3x
15.2x
13.6x
17.7x

27.9x
18.2x
14.6x
13.5x
16.4x

29%
20%
18%
17%
20%
29%
20%

9%
5%
4%
6%
8%
12%
7%

10%
7%
6%
7%
12%
-1%
7%

1.1x
0.6x
0.8x
0.4x
1.3x
1.5x
1.0x

1.1x
0.6x
0.7x
0.4x
1.2x
1.4x
0.9x

12.8x
10.1x
14.6x
7.8x
12.9x
13.2x
12.9x

12.4x
11.1x
13.1x
8.7x
10.9x
11.1x
11.1x

$25,421

34%

25%

16%

5.8x

5.4x

22.4x

20.4x

2,652

42%

8%

20%

10.2x

9.3x

103.0x

77.5x

Actually 14.7%. See above.
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Heska Has Traded At Historically High Multiples
Over The Past Year
Heska has seen dramatic multiple expansion over the past twelve months despite our analysis illustrating only
modest changes in the Company’s strategy, operations, competitive positioning, and financial performance.

Source: Bloomberg
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The Enormous Increase In The Implied Value of scil And
CVM Acquisitions Over Eight Months Defies Logic;
Heska’s Stock Has Doubled Again Since Then
Heska’s market cap grew 218% from the close of the scil transaction through the end of 2020. However, despite scil
adding a relatively large chunk of negative-growth, ~30% gross margin revenue and Heska consensus 2021E
EBITDA estimates not changing, the implied value of scil and CVM grew 282% over just eight months.
Heska Market Cap Since 1/1/20

Heska Implied Deal Value Increase Despite No Change
in 2021E EBITDA Estimates
$ in mm
Heska Market Cap at 4/1/20 (close of scil transaction)
Heska Market Cap at 12/31/20
Value Increase From Acquisition

$433.0
$1,377.0
$944.0

Heska 2020 Revenue
2020 Revenue Contribution of scil and CVM
scil and CVM Percent of Total 2020 Revenue

$197.3
$68.2
35%

Consideration Paid For scil and CVM
Implied Value of scil and CVM at 12/31/20 (35% of Value)
Value Increase

$124.7
$475.9
282%

2022E Revenue Estimates Up, But EBITDA Estimates Are Softening

Source: Bloomberg
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If We Value scil And CVM At The Price Paid 1.5 Years
Ago, Heska Is Trading At 17.5x, In-Line With IDEXX
Backing out the value paid for scil and CVM, as we don’t believe those assets have accreted in value, and
subtracting those companies’ pro rata revenue contribution in 2021 (assuming a constant percent of revenue), pretransaction (or “Core”) Heska is trading at 17.5x 2021E revenue. We note that IDEXX is trading at 17.6x, and Heska
is no IDEXX.
Rationale For IDEXX Trading Premium

Non-scil / CVM Heska Valuation
$ in mm
Current Heska Market Cap
Consideration Paid For scil and CVM
Implied Value of "Core" Heska (excluding scil and CVM)

$2,811
$125
$2,686

•

Dominant 55% - 60% market share

•

Superior revenue growth rate

•

Superior margins

2020 Revenue Contribution of scil and CVM
2020 Revenue Contribution of scil and CVM Annualized
Heska 2020 Revenue With scil and CVM Annualized
scil and CVM Annualized Percent of Total 2020 Revenue

$68
$89
$218
41%

•

Broadest product and service portfolio

•

World leading reference lab

•

Superior IP portfolio

Heska Consensus 2021E Revenue
Implied "Core" Heska 2021E Revenue

$259
$154

•

$160 million per year true SaaS business

•

Highly regarded management team

Implied EV / 2021E Revenue for "Core" Heska

17.5x

•

Provides sophisticated analysis of market trends and
drivers

We fail to understand why any investors would ascribe IDEXX’s multiple to “core” Heska given its precarious
competitive position, inferior innovation, dramatically lower margin profile, and vastly inferior management team.

Source: Bloomberg
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Heska’s Valuation Is Especially Egregious Relative to
Recent High-Growth, Albeit SPAC, Diagnostic Equipment
Players LumiraDx And Butterfly Network
LumiraDx and Butterfly Network are two recent SPAC merger targets that are focused on low-cost point of care
diagnostic testing (blood/disease testing and ultrasound, respectively). Although they focus on humans as opposed
to companion animals, their application areas offer high growth potential. However, despite their business similarity
and dramatically higher anticipated growth, they still trade at discounts or small premiums to Heska.
Butterfly Network (BFLY) Valuation

LumiraDx (LMDX) Valuation
Stock Price (as of 10/22/21)
Shares Outstanding
Market Capitalization
Less: Cash
Plus: Debt
Enterprise Value
Estimated 2021E Revenue (1)
EV / 2021E Revenue
Heska Multiple
Heska Premium

$8.56
315
$2,696
($344)
$318
$2,670

Stock Price (as of 10/22/21)
Shares Outstanding
Market Capitalization
Less: Cash
Plus: Debt
Enterprise Value

$10.36
204
$2,113
($585)
$4
$1,533

$388
6.9x
10.2x
49%

Consensus 2022E Revenue
EV / 2022E Revenue
Heska Multiple
Heska Premium

$128
12.0x
9.3x
-23%

Notes
1H 2021 revenue multiplied by 2

Note that most
companies, Heska
excluded, spend a
lot on R&D to
drive new product
innovation.

Source: Bloomberg, LumiraDx deal presentation, Butterfly Network deal presentation
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Our Best Case Sum-of-the-Parts Valuation Suggests
50% – 60% Downside Risk To Heska’s Share Price
We have serious concerns about Heska’s management, financials, and competitive positioning, and we don’t
believe the scil and CVM businesses acquired for 1.4x and 1.9x revenues only 1.5 years ago are worth substantially
more today. Even our best case sum-of-the-parts analysis suggests material downside.
Heska Sum-of-the-Parts Valuation Analysis
$ in mm, except share amts

North America Revenue
POC Lab Instruments and Imaging
POC Lab Consumables
POC Imaging
PVD
OVP
Total North America Revenue
International Revenue
POC Lab Instruments and Imaging
POC Lab Consumables
POC Imaging
PVD
Total International Revenue
Total Revenue

Implied
Enterprise Value
Low
-High

LTM
Revenue

Percent of
Total

Bloomberg
2021E
Consensus

$14.6
$68.3
$26.8
$23.5
$19.1
$152.2

6%
28%
11%
10%
8%
62%

$15.3
$71.8
$28.2
$24.7
$20.1
$160.0

5.0x
7.0x
3.0x
2.0x
2.0x

------

8.0x
10.0x
5.0x
3.0x
3.0x

$76.5
$502.4
$84.5
$49.4
$40.2
$753.0

-----

$122.4
$717.7
$140.8
$74.1
$60.3
$1,115.3

$12.3
$46.5
$30.7
$4.6
$94.1

5%
19%
12%
2%
38%

$13.0
$48.9
$32.3
$4.8
$99.0

1.5x
1.5x
1.5x
2.0x

-----

2.0x
2.0x
2.0x
3.0x

$19.5
$73.3
$48.4
$9.7
$150.9

------

$25.9
$97.7
$64.6
$14.5
$202.8

Total EV
Plus: Cash
Less: Debt
Equity Value
Shares O/S
Stock Price
Current Price
Downside

$903.8
$245.2
($86.3)
$1,062.7
12.3
$86.54
$228.86
-62%

---------

$1,318.1
$245.2
($86.3)
$1,477.0
12.3
$120.27
$228.86
-47%

$246.4

$259.0

Low

Multiple
--

High

Multiple
Rationale
In-line with equipment comps
Slight premium for animal health focus
Discount given low growth
In-line with small animal pharma
Discount to leader Catalent given low growth

scil deal valuation to slight premium
scil deal valuation to slight premium
scil deal valuation to slight premium
In-line with small animal pharma

We believe Heska is simply not worth where the stock is trading today.
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